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PREFACE 
financi•l support and alumni who provide no financial support for their 
alma mater •. The primary objective is to determine if there is a dif-
ferene.e between ~lumni who ~inancial~y suppQrt their alma. mater and 
i 
those alumni who do not, A secondary obj~~tive is an attempt to develop 
a profile of s~ppo.rting alun:ini of OklahQ~a State University. 
The author wish~s to express her appreciation to her major adviser, 
D~. Frank McFarlaAd, f~r his guidan~e and assis~an~e throughout this 
study and her dqc,to;al progra~. Appreciation is alsQ expressed to the 
other conimittee ~em'bers, Pr. Har~~ B~obst, Dr, Robert Brpwn and Dr. Paul 
Ward~n, .for their assista~ee in the preparation 9f the final manuscript. 
The author also wishe~ to thank Mr. Bob Erwin and Ml;', Murl Re>gers for 
Finally, the aµthor wishes to express her special g~atit4de to all 
mem'bers of he;r ;fa,m.ily, f<;>r their understa,nding and encouragement 
throughout the educational proce~s. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
The explosion in kn"wledge, the quantitative p17essures created by 
increased student enrollments, and the fin~ncial strains caused by 
continually rising costs have made it difficult for institutions ~f 
higher education to do all that their various publics have demanded in 
th.e past. Adm:lnistri;itors have been confronted perpetually with the 
question, "w;Lll there be B'l;lff~e:l,ent Unancial res<;>urces to keep the 
qualit;y of education at a high level?" Tod~}" thh cp.~E!Stion is stil.l 
prevalent. With the :i;apid development of the junior college du~;l,ng the 
past decade, the fo4r year eolleges and universities have ~elt ~ sharp 
decrease in student enrollmemt. Dwindling student ent;ollment;s have fre.,.. 
quently meant less st~te funding for these institutions, In addition, 
the ex:i,$tence of these l'!-ew junior colleges has of ten meant a smaller 
$hare of money for all state sup?orted institutions, Therefore, some 
institutions have been forced to cut programs while trying tP maintain 
more proc1µctive ones. ,Advanees in the cost of living also have taken 
their toll in higher education. In order that the 9olleges and univer~ 
sities can contin~e.tp maintain quality fac~lty and p~ograms, other 
sour~es of money must be located. 
Millet (37) identified five basic economic problems confrQnting 
leaders of Ame~ican colleges and universities in 1963. These problems 
were inflatfon, the call for expansipn of educi;ttional services, the "P 
2 
fluctuati~n pf stµdent enrollment, the need for an enlarged and moqern~ 
ized capital plant, and the uncertain sourees of income~ Ad~~nistr~tois 
of t~day's col~eges and uni~ersities are still faced with spme of these 
same problems. ~long with the rise in the cost of liying, money is 
needed for an increase in faculty i;:;alaries and operating budgets, The 
grqwth of the junior college has not only reduced student enrollment and 
fun~ing, but is producing a different type of student than the one found 
Qn campuses t~n years ago, Today's college student is demanding more 
\ 
relevap.t programs and has clifferent vocationd, socii;tl a.nc;l p5yeholqgieci.l 
needs, With the cut in :J;ederal fundimg for research and th~ cle~tiease in 
state support, administrators are still faced with the problem of uncer-
tain income as identified ten year~ a~o by Millet (3f), 
Over the yea~s, the principal sou.re~s of revenue for the public 
' I . . . 
college or unive~sity have peen governme~tal appropriations~ student 
/ 
tµition and :!:ees, grants, a.nd al\,\mni gifts~ None o;E thes~ a,;Lone has 
been enough to meet t~e financial pudget of a gr~wing tn$~ttµtion, bu~ j 
together these sources have represented the necessary mon~es for main~ 
taining a ~onstant budget. 
The na~icm' s school and college alumni, whose f:;l..nancial suppo:rt of 
higher edu~ation ha.s burge0ned since World War II, contributed 21.5 pe~ 
cep.t of the total revenue of :i,nstitutions of higher educat;.;i.qn in 1968 (55 ), 
~t has been reported that "the ra.te of growth in alumni support has 
e~able~ ~chools and colleges ~P increasingly rely on such cQ~tributions 
./ 
for operpting expenses and c;:apital const:ru~tion cost$ (31)." Re~ent 
news stories have proposed that some of t;he major fact:ors in the dollar 
boom in ~lu.mni stipport of higher education are rel.;ited ti' $everal 
changes 9n the national scene: 
1. The end of tne st;u4ent revolt on campµs, a qhange wh:leh 
hae ;ll'!,¢lu~ed ~lµmni to 'X'eeume or in~rease contt1ib-µUons 
to ~heir qld schools; 
~. BetJ;er pu~:lr).~i;;s conditio;ns, whicq have tei:i.ded to push 
up dona t:ions; 
3. A growing recognition among friends of higher eO.ucation 
that universitieEi are in serious financial tt:"ouble and 
need all the help they can get (43). 
It has been estimated by the American Alumni Council that tpt;al 
alumni g;l..v:lng to education may e~eeed five hundred mil.;lion dol;l.ars by 
l,975, Although giving by alumni appears to be on the rise, it is well 
known by off~cials at all universities and colleges that many alumni do 
not ~:lnan~h.lly sµp-port tl:).eir degree granting institut;ion, Perry 
}Au~huff stated that there were approximately five million alµmni ~f 
publ~e i111-st:ltutions who made no financbl. contribut;;ion to their school& 
3 
in 19n., In t;.his time o:(: growing financial e:x;igency~ the1;1e is a need to 
understand. wh:Y this g:iroµp of alumni have Qontinueil.ly ~gnored tl;le n~eds 
of ~heir alma, ~t;ers. J1q.ny ~f t;hese same ~1umn;i.. of higheJr ~~1,1.ca~ion 
hq.ve been "g:i,ving i;or better he?lth, better environment, e~arity, 
religicm, ~ea.ce, civil rights, and any numb~r 0f other <;auses (33)." 
Therefpre, it is time to ask why these same alumni have not given for 
better coll~ges and universities, 
Statement of the Problem 
As can be inferred from the preceding statements, there is a la~k 
qf empirical information concerning why alumni do o~ do not make eon~ 
tributions t9 higher education. The problem addressed in this research 
was the attempt to pisaover certain distinguishing charf'lcte:ristics of 
the alumni of Oklahoma State University who have supported their alma 
mater as opposed to other alumni who have not been so generous9 
4 
Purpose of t;he Study 
dete~mine if supporting and non-supporting alumni differed on five major 
categQries of characteristics. These categories, which are discussed 
in greater detail in subsequent paragraphs, were academic experienees, 
student experiences, aJ,umni support, pers<;>nal d11ta, and alumni attitude. 
In the ~at:ege>ry of academic e:x:perienees the purpose was to 
deJ:;e~:i,ne: 
l. If the graduates of one academic college are better fina~cial 
2. if the number of years spent on campus effe~ts financial con" 
st'Udent experiences ...,.., it WEl.S the purpose 
of this research t;o detel;'mine: 
1. !f participation in activit:f,es sponsored by a ptudent's place 
?f residence effects his financial con~ributions to the 
2. I:I; pi;rrticipatfon in ~tudent gove'.l;'nment effects finan~ia1 
~. If participation in other types of activities effects alumni 
phila~thropy; and 
/ 4 • ;rf the hom:;ing of a student effects his finapcial donations to 
the univers;lty after graduation, 
In the third category~-alumni support--it was desired to establish: 
1, The amount of financial support contriputed during the previous 
\ 
y~~-r 1,),y 113uppo~t;J..ng ~nd n9n-suppqrt:i,.p.g alµmn;i.; 
2, Th~ a~4nt 9£ finan~~al support giv~n tQ o~her institµtionE! of 
high~X' ec\u<::a~ipn dµr:l,ng the prev:i,.cpus year by E!Upppif~i.ng find 
non-supporting alumni of Oklahoma State University; 
3, The number of visits to campus each year by supporting and 
non""'suppor Ung d umni; 
4. The distan9e supporting and non~supporting alumni live from 
campus; 
5. Th~ amount 9f support contribut~d to the athletic prog~ams by 
$uppo~tin$ and non-supporting; and 
5 
x Q, ~he participation in district alumni associations by suppo~ting 
i:U:J.d µqp ... sµppt~n;·ting alumni. 
~~category fQ~r-~personal da~a~~it was the purpose qf thi.s~~se~r~h 
to det;121rin;l.ne: " 
/ 1. ',r'll~ ~~rital status o! suppo~t~ng ~nd non~supporting alumni; 
2. The pumb~r ang ages of children in the fa~i1y of supporti~$ and 
non~sµpporting alumni; 
3. Th,e current household income of supporting and non-supporting 
alumni; 
4, If the children of supporting and non~supporting aiµrnni have 
att~n~eq Oklahoma State University but have not rec~ived a 
degree; 
~. If tpe G~ildren of supporting and non~supporting alumni are 
currently em::oll,ed at the University; and 
6, If the children of supporting and non~supporting alumni were 
g~aduates of Oklahoma State Vniversity. 
In the f~fth ~ategqry~~q.lumni attiuudes~~it w~s 9esiFed t9 ~eat;µ; 
1, Wh~t th~ alumni saw as the role of the un~ver~ity; and 
of their e~periences as students, 
An additional purpose of this research on alumni philanthropy was 
to determine if it is possible to select significant characteristics 
whi~h can be employ~d in building a profile of supporting alumni of 
Oklahoma State U~iversity. 
Definition of Terms 
The de;f :lnil.ti.9n o;f terms for this l;'esearch al;'e l:Lsted below to 
6 
1. .Alum~i -- Tho1=1e persons who have completed a.t; le;ast one semes .... 
ter of acaqemic work in attendan~e at Oklahoma S~ate University 
State UnJversity for at lec:ist one semester of academic work and 
have not made a financial gift to the Oklahoma StatePevelopment 
Found&U!:!1n or do not have a current mempership in t;he Oklahoma 
State University Alumni Association at the time of this study, 
3, Sllpp,;;rrtr.ers -- Individua.ls who finand!illlY contribute([ to the 
I ,A., 
Oklahoma Sti;i.te J?evelopment Foundation during the prev::l,.ous year, 
Sinre the amPunt of sqpport needed to categorize an alumnus asa 
supporter can vary from a small to a large sum of money, fu,rther 
division of supporters into the fallowing levels was necessary. 
Lev7l I ~- Those individuals who have contributed frpm 
$1,00 to $25.00 during the previous year, 
7 
tp $50.00 d~ring the previous y~ar. 
tp $iqo.oo during the previous year 
;evel IV ...... 'those incliyiduals who have c:ontributi!ad :firom $100.01 
tP $ZSO.OO during the previous year. 
~evel V ~- Those individuals who have contributed from $250.01 
to $500.00 during the previous year. 
Level VI -~ Those individuals who have contr~buted from $500.0l 
to $lOOQ.OO during the previous year. 
I,.evfal vn .,.. .. 'l'll<;>se ;i.nd;l..viduals who hav~ c<mtr:i.but~d over 
$1000,01 4uri~g the previous year. 
Limitations o~ the Study 
of Oklahoma, ~ta.te Univers~ty. The populatiol;l which wp,s ~i:m~idered in 
this research was limited to those alumni who had made financial con~ 
tr!butions ~o the Ok:j.ahoma St&te Vniversity Development Foundation and 
to tho~e a!um~i who have not made financial con~ributions to the Okla-
ho~~ $t~te Dev~lopment Foundation or did not have a current m~mber~ 
~hip ~n the Alum~i Asso~iation, 
Organization of the Study 
The p'!:'ecediri.g c:hapter has served as an introduction tp the probl.em 
stijdi~q. The chapter included the rationale for the research, the 
s~ate'!llel'lt o~ the problem that was studied, the definition of terms that 
wer~ µsed iu the suudy, and the li~itati9ns ~f the study. 
'l!Q~ ue~t ctippter wili revi~w the relevant literatu~e in the ~~ea, 
Q~ partteula~ Gopcern ¥ill be published work r~lated to ~he subjeet of 
~lumn~ f ~nan~~al support for institutions of higher 1ea~nin$· 
Chapte~ lII is concerned with the methodology of the study. It 
4~$~rib~e th~ population that was studied, the conduct of the study, 
the tnstrµment that was used, and the statistieal analysis that was 
employ~d. 
Chapter IV contains a statistical analysis of the data~ It 
includes s~ctions on th~ treatment of the data and pn the analysis of 
the result~. 
8 
The conc1ud~ng cha~ter presents a discussion of the resµ1ts of this 
re9e~~~h 1 Con~lµsions are given and reo~mnien~ations regarqing ~uture 
s~udi~s in thi~ area are pre~ented. 
CHAl?TER II 
RELATEO iITERATPRE 
Introd~ctipn 
S~hol~rl~ li~~ra~ure ~elatep to the problem qis~µ$seq in this 
re$earch, is ll!'elat;:ively lim:L~ec,i, The:n~:fore, thi$ chapteJ;: :reyi«;:ws arti .. 
cles a~d repopt~ :from the popular pr~ss as well ?s bo9~s and thqse werks 
p4bl;Lsh~d, in j 1;in,i.rna+13. 
Almost frQm the beginning of hiaher education in America there has 
been ~ale for alumni financial suppott, Gifts of money anct prodµ~e; 
su~h as, e+pth, fr~if, vegetables, an~ spices, wer~ solicited fromalumni 
by mini,s~~rs in ~olQnia~ churches for the sMpport and tra~ning of mi~is~ 
ters and ot~e~ profession~! p~rsops in their neighbo~~ng colleges. Tl:].e 
ere~tion of a ~ol;'IIlitory at Harvard College accounts for the first atum-
:o,u~ ~Ut on rec;p:rd; William Stroughton gq.ve one thousand pound:;; for th:i,s 
WCi!,thy ca.us~, 
Higher ~qµc~tion passed through two ~enturies before th~ first 
institutionally ~evelopeq alumni association was establ~sh~~ ip 182~. 
In p~q~est ~f th~ sug~e~tion by the president of Wil~iams Cqllege t~ 
mqv~ the campui:i, t;he alumni orgapized and :raised twenty-five thousand 
qqlla~s fo~ a new ~hapel. Earlier groups of alumni had been organized 
pasi~~i~y ~h~ough the ipitiative of the alumni themselves. "The purpose 
of these e~rlY organizatiPns ranged from keeping undergraduate memo~ies 
10 
:f~iHh ti.o, 'ke~p:l.'fl." int,;~li~c ~µel, j;n~el:'e~ts a.live O.l,)," Ttie~~ g\""\J.P~ we~e 
. . I 
ueµ~l~)l iru;leflal\dent; <!'~ the \ll\?tvel!'l!lit;ies a~d Qfh~ed l;Lt:~le U a,ay 
ti~$aQi•l ~qpport, I~~~r~oiiegiate a~hl~tics plaYe4 an im~•rtant p~~t 
in ~ti~~+~ti~g ~h~ aiu~ni ~ovem~nt in Ame~i~a ~45). 4~ ~he impqrt;anee 
Pf H()i.W?il1J.8 funds fl!'Qm alµmni b~c::a.i:n!! inc;rreal!lingly ;i.mpol'tai;it, "c::olbge 
presid~nts ~4~Req inc~easingly to the a~umni tor ~inancial ~ssistanqe to 
The ~esimning of the twenti~th ~entury b~~ugh~ no ~~l~ef for the 
lr9Yin• p~i~~ of higher eduGation in A.tnerica. Un~vetsity Qff~cia:I.s were 
st~~g~iing t~ ~~:l,.$e th~;i.r in~titution~l ~tand~rds so as to be~Q~e 
~c~~e~tteP a~~ to meet the en~oll~ent g;Qwth follQwing W~rld War I~ 
:P1,1.ritlrg this p,a;:f,qd of finat1-e;l.al ;;t:rµsg:I.~ many ~ol,le~es b~ga.m. hil,(':J.JP:i :t:ull-
t:illle ~J..µmn;;I.. s~e.fet11rri~H~ as th~ University ~f Miehd.g1;1.:n h;id done ;l.n. ~897. 
~ vQlµn~afY ~l~mni giving Pec~m~ in~d~quate ta~ ~rQwi~g ips~ituti~µ~, 
cQll~g~s ~uJ~~d tQ ~i~anei~i driv~ei whi~h eventu~lly be~ame in~~~quate 
~nd we~e ~ep~a~~d by alumni continuous support programs. 
Dur~n~ the l~te twenties more and more u~iversiti~s we~e t~rning to 
~he hi~ing ~~ ~~~erien~ed al~mni dire~tors. This mQvement lead tQ ~he 
o~~~pi~ation o( the eurrently known AmeriGan Aiqmni Cou~eil. By the 
e,,'lf'~;Y 1;li~et;een thirties th~ ,e.lµmni mi::ivement :i;n th\! Unit~9 $taii;es h~d 
be~c;im~ f~r~li11;e<1 and was ~ons:i,dered ~n important p~:.~·t in helping iTI-!'lt;i.-
tu,Uons qf l'l:ts'°1eP ed1,1,cFJ.tion tP me~t their t~n~1'l,~ia.1 't;'l~~d.ei, q:J.ving by 
alumni to thei~ alin? mat~r w~s becoming a common p~act;i.ce. 
ijawth~;u;::q.e ~epo-,t:eQ. tJP,at th~ Q.\lm'ber o~ org~p,;1.zed a~urq.p.l,. fµtl4e 4acil 
g~own fvom ~~n in 1920 to over 70 in 1941, !n 1941 the total amount of 
~lµmn;t. pl;i.:l,.lanthrQpy had grown to $2,,539,602 1 D'Uring the next fi.ve years, 
the ~~ount motte ~han tripled to $9,628,922 while the number of donors 
in~r~ase~ ~rom 273,297 to ~84,272 (~0). 
A survey by the J~hn Price Jones Company, Inc., relea~ed on 
Qeeembe~ 27~ l9$6, ~~ye~led that gi.ving to l\meric~n high~~ education h~d 
reache~ a 311~~C)t'd high, of the fifty ~ol..l~gee and uQ.ivers:l..tie1;1 iri.c:luded 
iJ?. th~ J.p)les' ~urvey, all l;r1,1.t: one 11~c:1 'l;eqeived gifts and bequ~sts, These 
d~q,a~iqn~ to;,ei.;J.~d $206,007,000 """"a ga~'ll of {+7.'J pel;:' oent over th~ pre ... 
~ioij~ Yea~~s h~~h of $l39,~70,0QO, O~fts +~pree~n,ted $16S,9i4,000 of 
195~~56 ~Qntr~b~ted im~~me, whil~ beque$~S accountad ~o~ $40,095,000 (26), 
?b~ l,9,56 ll\1~4 Surv~;v cqn,~~q t~d by the Ame,~:f,can A,lqmn:l Co1,u;icil indi-
~a ted q slowly ili!-~t'Msi\'lg ~e~c;is;nit;;l..on Qf t):le fa.ct that the cl!)negli'\ stu,,. 
d~nt's tu:i.t:i,~n d;i.d nQt m~e'!: the total c~Eit of; a pel:'son's educ9t:ipn. '!he 
report c;iqncluded that t:he bc;iup.ty that alumni wet'e return:Lng to theil;." <;>ld 
college as Ill. del:i>t: of honor wo'ti11d heb institutions of higher learning tci 
Cl?pe w:Lth spittalinE?; cQs~s arid rising enroUment: (14). 
T~~re we~e pot:h ~~ight and dar~ sP,ots in the AmeriGan Alumni 
Cqunc;j.l' s 19.57 ... ~8 isurv~y of a,ru.i.ual giyi"qg and, :alumni. support for the 
'flat:l.on's eolleg(ils. The alumi;i,i giving for 19.57-58 wai;; up 29 per cent, 
feSi~teJ:ing a new high record of $:1,29 rnil;t.::l.,on given in alumni gifts, 
Tije l'l'\.lrmber of .;llµmni contributors rose from 1,016,484 (in 1956~57) to 
1, 21;L, 395 ;!!.nd t.l~e percentage Qf 1:1.lumni rose born 20. 5 to 22. 5. For this 
~aun~ pf'l.riod of time Catholic institutions of higher learning were 
reeosni~ee]. ~Pl!' 11<!list\;l,.ngu~11;1he~ aeh;i,ev~ment ~n the develo.pmel!l.~ Qf a:J,ufDn.rL 
support (44)." On t;he bleak. siQ.e, t;h~ A.n!.eriean Al"mni Coumcil survey 
lZ 
nqt;ed th~t Cf'.~h9;Lie inl'!titutions were still rece:i.ving consicl,~tably less 
support than other private institutions, 
In 1964-65, the Council reported that 1,700,000 alumni of institu-
t;lons of higher learning in the Unit;ed States iand Canada ecmtributed to 
a more than dl;'amati~ increase :l,n the history pf the American Alumni 
Council's annual Fund Survey (31). 
Coll,egea iand universities have been able l:!o rely inc'.t'easingly on 
and capital i;:onstructipn cqsts, In 1966, t;he American Alumni CC>unctil 
• • • alumni gifts have more than quadrupled from th~ir then 
$63,000,000 '.j,evel. · S;l.mila:i:;ly, giving t0 annual fund drives, 
whic.h gp basi~ally ;for op el;' a t;;lng expen.ses, hills jumped, ffetlll 
a 1:1,ttl~ mQre than $21,000,000 i:P. J,954, to apprc;>ximately 
$7e,OQO,OOO :1.n 19~4~65 (31). 
According to the eo~~cil's conservative extrapolations, ba~ed upon ~he 
number of schools and colleges not reporting in 1964-65, the estimi;tted 
~evel of annual, support wai;; more than $32~,ooo,ooo. On the oasis of 
this g~owth +ate, the Gouncil predicted that giving hY alumni to their 
al,~ ~ter might e:icceed $500,000,000 in 1975 (31). 
Sµpport to the report by the American Alumni Coupcil's data was X 
provided l:iy t;he Council ~or Financial Aiif t() Education with the pµblica~ 
tion of its survey of voluntary support of colleges and unive~sities for 
th~ academic year 1964-65, The CounGil concluded that the generous giv-
ing PY alumni and friends, foundations and corporations, ~hurch groups 
and other organizations had enabled higher education to gain one of tpe 
largest increases in voluntary support in a decade (15). 
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Holgaf J. Johnson, presipent of the Council for Financial Aid to 
Educ~~ion, rep~rted that the suppprt of higher education ~ust continu~ 
~lll!.bated if the institutions were to meet the risi~g fi~~n~ia+ dem~nds. 
Johnspn a;t.sp poted that not all colleges aqd universities were "exploit-
ing vigprously eno\lgh their most logical sour ce of gift suppqrt, the;i.r 
a1umn;i. (18' , " 
~he annµa.l survey of 50 colleges and universit;i.es for 1964 conduc-
ted b~ th~ John Price Company, Inc~ ~ showed an increase qf l;I..3 per cent 
oyer the preceding year . Individual donations accounted for the lar gest 
pArt of the total contributions, while the giving by foundation grants 
w~fe on the rise and bequests and corporations were holding third and 
fo~rth pla~e ip total contributions (47). 
America's colleges and universities repprted a slight: decreas~ in 
fi~ancial gift s~pport for 1966 in a survey of gift support for 1966 
sponsored jointly by the American Alumni Council and the Council for 
Finan~;i.a~ Aid to Education . Dur;i.ng 1966, the alumni of the reportipg 
colleges and unive~sities provided 21 . 5 per ~ent of the ~otal 
$1,500,000,000 gift support received during the year (54) . 
The Council for Financial Aid to Education reported that during the 
first ha;I.f of 1972 a "record-breaking flood of money from private bene .... 
~ci.ctors is P.elp:i,ng 4-meriq m colleges and un;iversities stay afloat in 
1972 (43). for the first time in history, total contributions to col-
leges and 4n:i,vers;ities were expected to top the two billion mark. As 
stated earlier, fund r aisers credit the improvement in philanthropy to 
the end of student revolts, better business condi tions and a growing 
recognition of the needs of higher education (43) . 
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The Coup.eil for Financial Aid to Educ~tion, Inc., reported ihat 
~lumni gift~ w~re up by 14 per cent for the 1971 aqademi~ y~ar and 
appearep to b~ maintaining the same pace for the first half of 1972 cis). 
In the past decade donations to American colleges and univers i ties 
have more than doubled . During 1972, a record-breaking flood of money, 
qf more than an estimp.ted two billion was contributed to institutions of 
Literature Related to Alumpi Philanthr9py 
Willi4un QICppnor (;39) has identified five bas;i.c fact;o ;vs tthat infiu ... 
~nee al.umni giving habits; (1) commup.icati9n, (2) hu~nitar:l,.anism, 
(3) po~itive feelings for the univ~rsity, (4) personal attention, and 
(5) underlying feelipgs. '1-
Mos~ ~tudies dealing with communicat;i.on as a factor of giv;i.ng deal 
with 9haritable organ;i.zations as opposed to institutions of higher edu-
cation. Emerson Andrews (3), of the Russell Sage F9undation, has indi~ 
cated that giving is related t o the donor 's familiarity with the ca4se 
\ 
for which he is giving , Similar studies by Likert and Hayes (36) suggest 
'. 
that ;;i.n. :i,:1;1diviqual 1 s or group's deci9ion to contribute financial suppo:rt 
is af~ect~q positively when effective communications are used to publi-
ciie the position of the reference group to which the individual or 
/ 
grouw identifies . Randall Tyus (53), from an_o..pinion survey of two-
hundred seventy alumni of Fisk University, reported that a lack of com-
rnunication between the college personnel and the alumni body inversely 
affected financial contributions , 
The second factor identi fied by O'Connor as influencing alumni 
philanthropy, humanitarianism, is supported i n studies by Booth (8), 
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D~chte~ (23), anq Tyu~ (53). 13opth (8) found after ana1yziµ~ the giving 
behavior Q£ twenty"fi~e of the largest donors to Baylqr Univefsity that 
the la;$~~t nu~ber gave for religiou~ or ethical reasons. T~us (S3) in 
his study of fisk University alumni found that alumni from the social 
sGiences gave slightly more than those from humanities, science, and 
mathematics, Dichter, Stills, Andrews, and Warner and Lunt, in separate 
studies of the behavior of givers ip community fund raising, found that 
givers want assurance that needy individuals will benefit from their 
GOntributions (Z3). Stills (44) reported that "humanitarianism" is a 
basic American feeling. ~ndrews (3) and Warner and Lunt (55) found that 
an individual's giving behavior is af~ected more by the habits of the 
¢0:mmunity in which he resides and by the group to which the individual 
b~1ongs or aspires to belong. 
The third fa~tor. positive feeling for the µniversHy, is support,ed 
by stupi~s by Stil~s and Reeder, The satisfaction the individµal gets 
from pa~ticip~tion and the social relationship en~oyed through the g~oup 
have been reported as two important reasons fQr contributing to chari-
table organi~ations by Stills (44), The effect of sharing an unusual 
experience has been suggested by Reeder (41) as the reason for partici-
pat;l.cin by some individuals. Paul Davis (21) has indicated that: donors 
aE? well as receivers have needs and t;hat ''a sense of sati,sfact;i.on ;i.n a 
s:i,gnifi~ant achievement" is important in philanthrnpy. Brandenburg (9) 
co~dqcted a stµdy ot successful alumni and f9und that eighty per cent 
had received honors while in college and seventy-five per cent had 
received honors since graduation but he did not relate this behavior 
with giving t~ their alma mater. Andrews (3) found that the "gratitude 
of previous clients" as a chief motive in present giving. 
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A ~oµrth factor in alum~i giving, persow:1l at;:tent;:ion, has '\:!een 
~tµdied by P-~ling and Andrews, Darling (20) in studying th~ effective-
ness of p~rs~nal appeals versus mass appeals in fund raising fou~d that 
p~rsonal solicit4tion is responsible for successful fund raising, 
Andrews (3) stated that people gave because they were ae~ed to do so, 
He further indicated that personal contact produced better results 
because it gave the individual a chance to gain a better perspective of 
what he was giving for, 
The last facto+ identified by O'Connor that influences alumni giv~ 
ing was underlying feelings. Paµl Davis (21) has identified four feel-
i~gs which he st~tes are common to all donors: 
l. Knowledge that gift mopey is being carefully, th1:mghtfully, 
~nd effectively spent. 
2. Knc:iwledge that results-- tangible, cl.efineit;e re$ul ts c'om-
mensurate with the amount of the gift, are being attained. 
~~ A sense of satis{action in a significant achievement-- a 
f ee;I..ing, ''I have a part in a worthwhile venture," 
4. Involvement in the enterprise -- "The college wants me, 
wants my ideas and suggestions, as well as mY money. They 
value me as a person (21). 
Tyus hypothesized from his study of Fisk University non-giving alumni, 
th.;i~ most did not realize how l.ittle it takes to be a giver (53). 
Di~hter <i3) con~luqed that peqple do or do not give to charity for 
eight reasons: 
1. Ignorance of how to give: Many peQple may hesitate to 
give because they do nob kn0w how to give. It is sµg~ 
geste~ at a deeper level that they are concerned whether 
t:hey should feel casual~ pious or humble c:tbout giving. 
~' Money was a symbol of security. When people were asked 
to give to charity they were actually being asked to 
part with some of their security, of giving something 
away irretrievableo 
3. Fear of embarrassment: people may be afraid of feeling 
ashamed if they do give. This may be tied ~~ a fear of 
identification with charity cases, or poor relatives. 
Pleas f~Qm a charity that they are desperately in n~ed 
of f4~Qs ~ay turn people from giving. 
4. GiviJ;lg en,!!1,ples some to "play Goel." Not giving, b~ll.Il.g 
coa~eQ, also serves to give persons a feeling o~ gre~t 
:1,mportanceQ 
~. Giving gives some the feeling of prowess, virility, 
the Twentieth Century equivalent of the mighty hunter. 
6- Fear qf surrendering power: this attitude is rel~~ed 
to childhood feelings of perhaps consenting or not 
consenting tQ early toilet and other training patterns, 
7. Fear of being forgotten: once the person $:1.ves he 
feil!rJB h~ wiJJ no :Longer rreceive attention.· 
8. Bandwagqn psychology: people will join phe majority 
$ide (23). · 
Summar}' 
l '7 
The recorded beginning of alumni f inanciql support to ~nstitutions 
of higher edu~ation began with the donation PY a Harvard alum~us for th~ 
cqn$truct~Qn of a dormitory. From the earliest days of ijighe~ education 
in America, aiumni have been asked to contribute f inancia+ support for 
the erection pf buildings, faculty salaries and the needs of other 
students. As the enrollment at universities and colleges increased and 
new pr~grams were needed the need for continuous alu~ni financial suppo~t 
Studies of alumni philanth~opy f~r the first part of the Twentietq 
Century indicated that the a~Qunt of financial support co~tinually 
half of the centu~y indicated de~~=~~ing support, Researph en the sub-
j~et of decreasing support sugge~ts that it may have been due to student 
revolts, poor business conditions~ and apathy among alumni (43). 
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Research Qealing with why individua~~ give tQ charity, to ao11eges 
or ~otivated tQ purcha~e certain items concl4des that five pasic ebar-
acteristics are p~evalent: communication, humanitarianism• ~ posit~ve 
I feeling, personal attention and underlying feelings, A~~~tiV~_!!la-
tionsh:!:P_app~ars to exist between the amount of information about the 
-----·-·-
purpose for which the donor is giving and the amount of support contri-
buted. -- The individual's basic feelings toward others, and in some 
instances the amount of pressure exerted by peer group, influences the 
"i al'!IP~nt of fina,ncial support contributed to an e>l!'ganization, · 'l;J:le third 
factor which research indicates may influence an individual contribution 
is pQsitive feeling. Research indicates that there is a relationship 
between contributions and the satisfa~tion felt by the donor, either in 
L{ so;Licita'l!ion or participation has been cited as influential in phi1an.-
! 
thrQpy ~ 1 In addition to t:'tle above characteristicr;;, 'l:'~search has ~ndi.,.. 
, 
cat;:eq t~At an individual's feelings may con~ciously or unconscio4sly 
influence t~e donation. 
CHAPTER III 
METHODOLOGY AND DESIGN 
Introduction 
The pri~ary purpose Qf this research was to determine if there was 
a 4iffer~nce between alumni who financially support their alma mater and 
those alumni who do not. A secondary purpose of this resear~h was an 
attemp~ tp develop a profile of supporting alumni of Oklaha'llla State 
University. 
Description of the Sample 
A tQtal sa'lllple of 22~ S\.l.bjects was utilized in this reseat'ch in a.n 
eftQrt to secure results which were tFuly representative pf the pQpula-
tion. 
The sample was divided into two groups. ~n arbitrary dec~~~9p_w_gs 
made to select 100 individuals as the sample of the supporting alumni 
pQ~ulation, while the non-supporting alumni sample consisted of 125 indi-
viduals. Th~ non~supporting alumni were suggested as being less respon-
s;lve fl,nd, ·~herefore, a larger sample was selected in hopes of getting an 
~qual nµmber of responses from the two groups. 
+h~ aample of supporting alumni wa1:1 randomly selected from 9,783 
:p.lijlles of alumni, friends, and businesses who had contributed financial 
suppo~t to the University. Since this population consisted of alumni, 
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fr~~nds and bµsines~ firms, it was decided ~efore the time of the selec-
tion that should a business or friepd ~e selec~ed, that the alumnus 
i~ediately following would be sele~ted ipstead. A bu$i~ess wa~ ~on~ 
sidered as any corporation, firm or industry which had given financial 
support to the University and could not be assigned to any single alum-
nus. A friend was considered as any individual who had given financial 
support to Oklahoma State University but who was not an alumnus as 
defined in this st4dy. This procedure was followed in all selections 
with a single e~ception. In this event, an alumnus was selected with 
whom the investigator felt that the rel?tionship between the alumnu~ and 
the investigator would bias the results, the name of the su~ceeding 
~lumnus was selected, 
The sa~ple of non-supporting alumni was randomly selected ~rom the 
names of 35,000 inactive alumni on file with the E~eeutive Secretary of 
the Oklahoma State University Alumni Association. This population con, 
sisted of a1umni who were not cµr+ently active in the Alumni 4ssociation 
at the time of this study. 
A questionnaire was sent to each of the 225 subjects utilized in 
this study to his last address known by the Alumni Association or the 
Development Foundation. Table I tabulates the responses obtained from 
the original mail-out and a follow-up letter that was mailed two weeks 
after the initial mailing. 
Development of the I~strument 
An extensive review of the literature revealed no known instrument 
by which the data desired in the research could be ~ecured, A rough 
dra~t of an instrument was constructed by the investigator. After 
eeveral trial ques~;l,.onnaires, one questionnaire was given to a deictoral 
disserta.Uon !ilem;nar clau at Oklahoma State Univeuity in which the 
;lnV~6'ti~a tor was enr.olled. Group discussion with this cl,ass furn;!. shed 
addit~onal changes in the format and the wording of the instrument, 
After further consultation with the investigator's adviser, a question-
naire was formulated and was presented to the investigator's committee. 
From t:h;ls committee's review, changes in format, wording, and additional 
questions evolved. After these changes were made, a questionnaire was 
presented to a panel of experts consisting of the director or the chief 
adl!lin::le!tra~ive officer of the Development Foundation, the Alumni Office, 
the High School and College Relations office, the Placement office, and 
the Pub;tic: Informatipn office for the pµrpose of validation. Consu1ta-
tion, with these experienced associateE;I was considel;'ed as contributing to 
the validity of th~ questionnaire. 
TABLE I 
RESPONSES FROM SUPPORTING AND NON-SUPPORTING 
ALUMNI UTILIZED IN THE RESEARCH 
SUPPORTING NON-SUPPORTING TOTAL 
n = 100 n = l25 n = 225 
SAMPLE % SAMPLE % SAM;PLE 
Initi,al Letter 37 37 41 32 78 
Follow-up 23 23 40 32 63 
TQTAL 60 60 81 64 141 
% 
34 
28 
62 
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The short answer format of the questionnaire was constructed to 
encourage pa~ticipation in the study. The questionnaire was designed 
with easily answered material in the beginning sections and with q~es-
tions requiring more thought in the latter section. The questions were 
grouped according to subjects under five categories: academic experi-
ences, student experiences, alumni support, personal data, and alumni 
c;tttit:udes. 
In the category of academic experiences three questions were 
included. TheE;Je questions dealt with t;he number of years spent on 
campus as a student, the academic college in which the alumnus was enrol-
led as a student (e.g., Business Administration), and the type~s) and 
date(s) of degree or degrees received. 
In the second category, student experiences, ~our questions were 
includ~d. These items related to the amount of participation as a 
student in student act:ivities and to the type of residence in which the 
alumnus lived while a student at the University. 
The third category, alumni support, included questions pertaining / 
to the amount of financial support in terms of money given to Oklahoma 
State University during the previous year. Another concern was the 
amount of financial support given to other institutions during the same 
period. This category also included questions related to the frequency 
of visits to campus, the distance between the residence of the alumnus 
and the campus, his support of the athletic program, and his participa- ./ 
tion in his local or county alumni association. 
Category four, personal data, contained questio~s relating to the 
marital status of the alumnus and the numoer and ages of children in the 
family, Three questions pertaining to the children of alumni and their 
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att:end~nce at Oklahonia State University were also incl\lded in this cate-. 
gory, ln addition, three questions were included relating to employment 
~ati~faetiQn and sala~y. 
In the fifth category, alumni attitudes, three questions were 
included. Two qf these questions dealt with what the alumnus saw as the 
rple of Oklahoma State University and with the feelings 9f the alumnus 
~owa;d Oklahoma State University as a result of his exp~riences as a 
student. '!'he final question, which was the only free response item in 
the in~trument, allowed the respondent to make additional comments. A 
copy of the questionn~ire is included in Appendix B~ 
The previously described q~estionnaire WAS mailed to each of the 
rand~mly selected 225 subjects. A cover letter (included as Appendix A 
tP this study) was included with each questionnaire ~xplaining the pur~ 
~ose of the study. The cover letter was signed by the investigator and 
h~r commJttee chairman. Confidentiality was guaranteed, while the alum~ 
nus w~s told that the nu~ber appearing on the questionnaite was for the 
purpose of a second mailing. The respondents were told to ref~ain fro~ 
plaGing their names on the returned questionnaire unless they desired an 
abstract of the completed research. 
The questionnaire was mailed initially on Janmrry 3, 1973, in an 
envelope p~inted with the University letterhead. The cover letter was 
originally typed and signed on the Departm~nt of Education letterhead 
p~~o~e duplication. Enclosed with the cover letter and the question~ 
naire was a postage-paid envelope bearing the address of the central 
mailing service on the campus of the Oklahoma State University for the 
re~urn of tpe questionnaire. 
Seve~ty~eight a1U1l'lni responded to the first mailing of th~ qµe~~ 
the aqdr~~s'e had moved a~d a forwar~ing address was ~ot ~v~ilable. A 
follow-up questionnaire was mail~d on January 19, 1973 to the remaining 
147 individuals who had not responded. The second mailing resulted inan 
~dditional 63 returned questionnaires. On February 2, 1973 a total of 
14i questionnaires had been re¥eived, Of the original 225 individuals 
included in this research a return of 62 per cent was secured far the 
study. 
Statistical Treatment 
TQ.e twenty-nin~ questions selected for use in ~his research were 
divided into five major categ~ries: academic e~periences, student ~xp~rfr., 
i;ances, ~1,umni suppo·rt, personal dat~, and a1umni a1:ti""ude$~ 
of the asso~fption of the respmn~es mape by the two groups was assessed 
b, converting chi-square iµto the contingency coefficient. Also, a 
sil!lilar analys:;ts was made using Pnly suppc;>rti'ng aluI!llli t;o determine the 
independence of the responses with respect to the size of their gift. A 
probability level of .05 was usep to determine the significanee of 
~~sponses although higher levels were reported when appropriate, The 
tabulations were done on the IBM System 360 ModeL 6S using the BMD 025 
program furnished by the Biomedical Co~puting Project at the Unive~stty 
of California a~ Los Angeles. 
Sunnnary 
The purpose of this chapter was to explain the methods and prooer 
dqte$ employ~d in the development of this research, The ensuing chapter 
~~~lud~s the statistical an~lyais of the Qata obtai~ed frQm the alumni. 
'ccording tp the methods ~nd procedures des~rib~d in this chapter ~nd 
p~rposes stated in Chapter I. 
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CHAPTER IV 
ANALYSIS OF D~TA 
Introduction 
This chapter p~esents the statistical treatment of the proqlem and 
each of the twenty-nine research questions. The contingency table, chi~ 
square values and the contingency coefficient for the data are presented 
where ~ppropriate. 
Purpose of the Study 
Tl;le p~rpose of this research was to determine if there was a Qif-
t~r~µee petween alumni who financially support their alma mater and those 
alumni whQ do not. A second purpose of this research was to develop a 
profile of supporting alumni of Oklahoma State University. 
Chi-square calculations were made fqr each of the twenty-seven vari-
ables to test the independence of the responses to each of the variables 
made by supporting and non-supporting alumni. Since a significant chi~ 
~quare indicates that the hypothesis of independence must be rejected it 
was considered advisable to get some assessment of the degree of associ-
ation which existed among the variables. The computat~on of the contin)( 
gency coef!icient indicates the degree of association and has been 
i~cluded as part of the findings reported in each table of chi-square. 
• 
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Analysis of Academic Experiences 
Four questions were asked ~elating academic experienc~s to the 
occurence of financial support by alumni. These variables were: years 
~n attendance as a student, degree received, years passed since attend-
ance, and acade~ic college enrolled in as a student, The analysis of 
the responses are reported in the tables below. 
Years in Attendance 
The number of years in attendance as a student has been suggested 
(; 
as a predictor of future Wupport with longer campus attendance associ-
ated with more frequent gifts. Table II lists the tabulation pf 
responses to the question: "How many years did you attend Oklahoma State 
Univers!ty?" The number of responses in certain categories were too 
~mall to p~vmit the calculation of chi-square. The number of responses 
in each category <,ire reported in the !;:able, 
TABLE II 
ANALYSIS OF NUMBER OF YEARS IN ATTENDANCE AS A 
STUDENr AT OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
OCCURRENCE OF YE AR s SUMMERS LESS THAN 
SUPPORT 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 ONLY ONE YEAR 
Supporting 4 11 8 20 10 2 2 2 1 
:t\lon-Supporting 3 14 12 29 11 1 3 7 1 
TQ'J.'Al. 7 25 20 49 21 3 5 9 2 
TOTAL 
60 
81 
141 
'Ute deg;ee or degrees received from the University h•~ been ~U$~ 
gested as a predictor of future support, with higher degrees and the 
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niunber of degrees received associated with more frequent gifts. Taple 
III li11ts the tabulation of reaponses to the question: "WQat degree(s) 
did ypu receive from Oklahoma State University?" The number of responses 
in certain categori~s were too small to permit calculation of chi-square. 
'J;'he n4mber of responses in each category are reported in the table. 
OCCURRENGE 
OF 
SUPPORT 
Supporting 
TABLE III 
A;NALYSlS 01;. DEGR;EE (S) RECEIVE:O FROM OKLAJ!OMA, 
STATE UNIVERSITY 
I» ,.., 
al 
,.., i:l 
0 • ..i (I) 
.µ ,.., .µ 
CJ (I) al 0 .µ :ll !Cl (I) 11 I> ~ .µ ,.., 
(I) 00 4-1 c.!> (I) 
.µ H 00 •l"'i 0 (I) H 
.~ ~ ... .-l ~ +.I bO ,.., al H •l"'i 0 (I) 
CJ (I) (I) •l"'i 0 tJ z ~ 
0 ..c .µ CJ .µ ·rl 
00 CJ 00 (I) 8 'U 'O 0 ~~ ~ r;l.. (I) •l"'i ~ tr.I ::E: (::! 
34 10 1 2 12 
~on-Supporting 46 17 2 4 8 
TOTAL 80 27 3 6 20 
~ 
~ 
al 
t1 00 (I) 
~ ~ 
~~ 
1 
4 
5 
.-I 
al 
.µ 
~ 
60 
81 
141 
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l'he number of yeare pa1se~ '11\0St recent deg;ee re~eived from Okla-
homa St4te University has been suggested as a predictor of future sup-
port 1 with the greater number of years passed associated with more 
frequent gifts. Table IV lists the tabulation of responses to the 
question: "When did you receive yqur last degree from Oklahoma Stat;e 
University?" When the number of years passed since attendance at Okla-
hp~ State University wa~ combined into groups containing at least five 
respon~es the chi-square value was n~t significant at the .o~ c9nfidence 
1evel. 
OCCURRENCE 
QF 
TA~LE ):V 
AN4LYSIS OF NUM~ER OF YEARS PASSED SINCE 
~OST RECENT DEGREE RECEIVED FROM 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
y E A R s 
9 or 
SUPPORT 1 2 3 4/5 6/7 8 more 
Supporting 6 4 4 10 10 10 16 
Non-Suppprj:ing 10 14 14 15 9 6 13 
TQTAL 16 18 18 25 19 16 29 
Cpi-square 11.60 (12.6 = significance at ,05) 
~egl!'~es of Freedom 6 
Contingency Coefficient 0.27 
TOTAL 
60 
81 
141 
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The aC~de'llliC rQlleg;e of t;h~ C\l.\,lmni has ~een suggested as ~predictor 
of future support, with certain colleges associated with more frequent 
gifts. Table V lists the ta.bulat:Lon of responses to the question: "From 
what academic college did you r~ceive your degree?" The chi-square vi:tlue 
with s:Lx degrees of freedom was significant at the .05 confidence level 
indicating differences among supporting and non-supporting alumni in the 
academic college of the alumni~ It appears that the proportion of $4P-
porters to non-supporters is greater than would be eJi:pect;ecl for the 
Golleges of Business Admin:Lstration, Agriculture, and Engineering and 
much les~ than expected for Educatipn and Horne Economics, The proper-
tion in Arts ~nd Science is as expected. Tqe significance appears to be 
primar~ly a result of the low number os suppo~ting alumni in the Colleges 
of Equcation and ~ome Economics. The College of Veterinary ~edicine 
sample :Lncluded in the research was too small to evaluate. 
TABLE V 
ACADEMIC COLLEGE OF ALUMNI 
cu 00 
!-I ~ ~cu ::l ~ •r-1 Cl) .j.J 't;j !1l 0 1-1 (.) 
r-l ~ cu Cl) •r-1 cu ·r-l ~ ~ 
QCCURRE;NCE ::l Cll (.) cu .j.J cu s •r-1 •...t (.) Pl ~ Cll ~ 8 !-I C.) ~ OF •r-1 Cl) cu •r-1 (.) •r-1 cu cu •r-1 !-I .µ •r-l Cl) ::l 00 13 0 .j.J "O f-1 
~UPPORT co 1-1 (.) ::l "O ~ a CJ QJ cu 0 
. ,( I I <t1 <l1 !;.Q E9 M !fl !;ti M !>~I f7:i 
Supporting 12 8 15 4 16 4 1 60 
Non-Supporting 8 11 10 21 13 18 0 81 
TOTAL 20 19 25 25 29 22 1 141 
Chi-square 21.4 (12. 6 ::; significance at .05) 
Degrees of Freedom 6 
Contingencx Coefficient 0.36 
~l 
~a!ysis of Student Experience~ 
~ive questions were asked relating ~tudent experi~nces to the occur~ 
renGe of support by alumni. These variables were housing as a student, 
number of years lived in a single type of housing as a student, parti-
cipation in resident sponsored activities, participation in student 
~qvernment, participation in activities other than student government or 
reside~t activities~ The analysis of the responses to each of these 
questions i~ reported in the following tables. 
Housing 
The type of housing lived in while a student has been suggested as 
a predictor of future support wit~ Preek housing associated with ~ore 
frequent giftsf rable VI lists the tabulation of responses to the ques-
tion: "Where did you live as a student at Oklahoma State University?" 
The chi-sqµa+e value with four degrees of freedom was not significant at 
the .05 confidence level, indicating that no differences existed in the 
housing patterns of supporting and non-supporting alumni of Oklahoma 
State University. 
Number of Years Lived in a Single 
,Type of Housing 
The length of time lived in a single type of housing has been sug-
gested as a ~redictor of future support with longer periods of time in 
one dwelling associated with more frequent gifts. Table VII lists the 
reaponses to the question: "How long did you live in one single dwell-
in~?'' The number of responses in certain categories were too small to 
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pe;rni.it calcl-lla~io~ of cni-squ~re, The numper of respon~e~ in eaqh eat~-
~Q?Y 're repo~ted in tne table~ 
TAB!iE VI 
ANALYSIS OF TYPE OF HOUSING LIVED IN FOR THE 
LONGEST PERIOD OF TIME WlIILE A STUDENT AT 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Combination Residence Town 
OCCURRENCE 
OF 
SU]?l?ORT 
G'!eek 
Housj,.ng Not Listed Hall 
Mar:i;::Led 
Student 
Housing Housing TOTAL 
Sl.lpporting 8 6 14 3 
Non-Suppprting 12 5 25 5 
TOTAf.. 20 13 39 8 
Chi-square 2.83 (9 ~ 5 ;= signif ica.nce at .05) 
Degrees of FreedQm 4 
Contingency Coef f~ci~nt 0.14 
TABLE VII 
NUMBER OF YEARS LIVED IN A SINGLE TYPE OF HOUSING 
WHILE A STUDENT AT OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
QCCURR~NCE y E A R s O:F Summer ',rime 
27 
34 
61 
Not 
SUPPO:Q,T 1 2 3 4 5 6 Commuted Only I:q.dicated . 
Support;Lng 4 16 8 12 2 2 2 3 11 
Nan.-
Support;ing 6 24 20 12 2 3 4 5 5 
TOTAL 10 40 28 24 4 5 6 8 16 
60 
Bl 
141 
TOTAL 
60 
81 
141 
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The a~o4n~ ot paftic~pation in acttviti~s sp9nsored by a ~t~dent's 
place of residence has been suggested as a predictor of futur~ sµpport, 
more participation being associated with more frequent gifts. Table VIII 
1i~ts the tabulated responses to t?e question "How active were you in 
the activities sponsored by your place of residenee?" The clli.,..squa;re 
valµe with five degrees of freedom was not significant at the .OS confi-
dence level, indicating that no differences existed in the particip~tion 
of supporting and.non,..,supporting alumni in the activities sponsorecil by 
their p~ace of residence while a student. 
TABLE VIII 
PARTICIPATION WHILE A STUDENT IN ACTIVITIES 
SPON,SORED BY PLACE; OF RESIDENC:f!: 
Q) ~ .~ •n 
.µ .µ 
Q) CJ CJ 
> Q) < < 
•n -~ .µ .µ ::>-. 
~ Q) .µ C1' .-.i OC,:CURRENCE bO ~ ~ .µ C1' .c: 
::>-. ~ Q) bO OF ~ Q) .µ 13 •n ~ 0 0 .-.i Sl,TPPORT I> ;z; Cl) Cl) 
Supporting 14 14 1;3 4 s 
l'lon-Supporting 12 1.9 31 s s 
TOTAL 26 33 44 9 10 
Chi-$quare S.43 (11.1 = significance at 
Pegrees of Freedom s 
C@nt1n$~ncy Coefficient 0.19 
:;.,, 
.-.i 
r:i. 
~ 
.µ 
0 
i::: 
fil ~ E-1 
0 0 
r::i E-1 
10 60 
9 8:J_ 
1~ ~41 
.OS) 
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as a predictor of future support, with more participation association 
with more frequent gifts, Table IX lists the tabulation of responses tQ 
the question: "How active were you in student government?" +be chi-
square value with five degrees of freedom was not significant at the .05 
confidence level. 
OCCURRENCE 
OF 
SUf pORT 
Supporting 
Non-Supp£>rting 
TOTAL 
Chi-squ4:re 
Oegrees of Freedom 
TABLE IX 
PARTICIPATIONWllILE A STUDENT IN 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
~ cu > 
•.-! •l"'i 
.µ .µ 
~ ~ 0 cu <d 
•.-! > 
.µ •.-! .µ >.. 
tJ Q) .µ ctl .-1 
< bO ~ '§ .µ ctl ,.c::: 
>.. J.-1 cu bO 
J.-1 cu .µ s •.-! 
cu ~ ~ 0 .-1 > tr.I tr.I 
3 15 31 5 6 
3 7 56 5 8 
6 22 87 10 14 
9.46 (11,1 = significance 
5 
Contingency Coef ;f icient 0.25 
>.. 
.-1 p.. 
~ 
b 
s:: 
~ Cl) cu 
0 0 
al C-i 
0 60 
2 81 
2 141 
at .05) 
rart,;f-ciRatio;i. in Activities Othei- Than Residence 
seo,nsotied {ind SttJd~nt Gov~rnm~l'l~ 
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The amount of participation in activities other than residence span-
sored and student government has been suggested as a predictqr of future 
support to the University, with more particip~tion association with mo~e 
frequent gifts. Table X lists the tabulation of responses to the ques-
tion: "How active were you in activities ~ther than ll'esidence sponsored 
ari.d student government?" The chi-square value with five degrees of free-
dom was not significant at t~e ,05 c~nfidence level 1 
TABLE X 
PARTICIPATION IN ACTIVITIES QT~ER THAN 
RESIDENCE SPONSORED ANP 
STUDENT GOVERNMENT 
Q) Q) 
:> > 
·.-4 •r-i 
.µ .µ 
Q) CJ ~ :> Q) < 
•r-i :> 
.µ •.-4 .µ !>. 
CJ Q) .µ cO r-i 
OCCURRENCE <i:: 00 CJ "§ .µ cO < ,.c:: 
OF !>. 1-1 Q) PO 1-4 Q) .µ s •r-i 
SUJ;:>PORT Q) ~ 0 0 r-i :>i z tr.I tr.I 
Support:i,ng 11 18 ~1 13 7 
Non-Supporting 5 25 26 14 9 
'l'OTAL 16 43 37 27 16 
Chi-square 9.46 
Pegrees of Freedom 5 
Contingency Coeffjcient 0,24 
p-., 
r-i p.. 
~ 
.µ 
0 
i:: 
~ Ul Q) E-i 
0 0 
0 ri 
0 60 
2 81 
2 141 
/ Analysis of Alumni Support v' 
E~ght questions were asked relatins visits to campus, pµrchase of 
athletic tickets, reasons for support, contribution to other institu-
tions and participation in alumni clubs to the occurrence of future sup-
port by alumni to Oklahoma State University. The analysis of the 
responses to each of these questions are reported in the tables below, 
Visits to Campus 
I 
The number of visits to campus has been suggested as a predictor of 
future support, with more frequent visits associated with more frequent 
gifts. Table XI lists the tabulation of responsea to the question: "Bow 
often do you visit Oklahoma State Universi:ty, Sti:).lwater campus (for 
purposes other than employment or as an enrolled student)?" The chi-
square value with five degrees of freedom was significant at the ,01 
~pnfidence level, indicating thpt differences exist between supporting 
and no~-s~pporting alumni in the number of visits to campus. The sig~ 
nif ica~ce appears to be rela~ed to the distribution of responses in the 
categories of yearly and other. 
Purchase of §eason Athletic Tickets 
' - ' ' ' . ' 
The purchase of season athletic tickets has been suggested as a 
predictor of future support, with the purchase of a greater variety of 
seasoµ tickets associated with more frequent gifts. Table XII lists the 
re~~onsee;; to the question: "Do you :purchase Oklahoma State University 
season q.thletic ticketi:;?" The number of responses in certain categories 
we~e too small to permit calculation of chi-square. The number of 
J;"esponses ;in each category are reported i.n the table. 
TABL;E XI / 
VIS~T$ TO CAMPUS BY ALUMNI 
OCCURRENCE Daily 
OF Weekly 
SUPPORT Monthly Yearly Never Other 
Supporting 4 27 4 25 
Non:-Supporting 5 19 26 31 
TOTAL 9 46 30 56 
Chi-square 16.6 (11. 3 = significance at .01) 
Degrees of Freedom 3 
Contin~ency Coefficient 0,32 
TABLE XII 
PURCHASE OF OKLAHOMA STATE UNiVERSITY SEASON 
ATHLETIC TICKETS BY ALUMNI 
OQCURRENCE :6asketball 
OF Football Basketball 
SUPPORT Wrestling Football Other Never 
Supporting 10 1 2 47 
Non-Supporting 5 1 3 72 
TOTAL 15 2 5 119 
Financial Contributions 
37 
TOTA.L 
60 
81 
141 
TOTAL 
60 
81 
141 
The amount of past financial contributions to Oklahoma State Uni-
vicrsit:y has been suggested as a predictor of future support. Table XIII 
l:f,.sj;s t;he tabula,tion of responses to the q1lestion: "0llf1.n$ the p~st 
twelve mo11ths 1 hQw much have y9u contr1,buted to OklahC!>ma State Un~ver ... 
38 
permit calculation of chi-square. The number of responses in each cate-
gory are reported in the table. 
,OCCURRENCE 
OF 
TABLE XIII 
~OUNT OF f!NANC~AL SUP~ORT CONTRIBUTED TO 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
$1,00 t;o $25.01 to $100.01 tp Nc>t 
SlJPPORT $25.00 $100.00 over $1000 Indicated None TOTAL 
Suppa+ tin~ 5 4 2 2 47 60 
Non-
Suppo1;1Ung 5 4 4 2 66 81 
TOTAL 10 8 6 4 llJ 141 
The re~sons why alumni do or do not support Oklahoma State Univer-
sitr has been su~gested as a predictor of future support. Table XIV 
lists tqe tab1,1lat;ion ef responses to the question: "Why do/4o not you 
I!lake f:l.:1;1ancial contribut:io:ns to Oklahoma State University?" The chi-
square value with five degrees of freedom was significant at the .OS 
eop.fiqence level. This matching of responses by supporting and non-
supportin$ alumni was impossible to interpret since several response 
39 
~ombinations were self-contradictory; e.g., non-supporting alumni who 
contribute because they want to help. 
TABLE XIV 
REASONS WHY ALUMNI DO OR DO NOT MAKE FINANCIAL 
CONTRIBUTIONS TO OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
0 
.µ 
0 "d 
.µ "d :>. p. Q) 
H Q) r-1 .µ 
.µ Q) 0 Q) Q) ..i:: Q) ca i:: .µ 4-1 .µ .µ .µ ..i:: CJ 
ca ::i 4-1 ;:l ;:l ·r-1 ~ ,.0 < ,.0 ,.0 Q) 0 "d OCCURRENCE •.-1 •.-1 •.-I Ul .µ i:: 
.µ H .µ H H ;:l H 1-1 Ul 
OF - .µ . .µ .µ ca .µ Q) Q) i:: i:: i:: i:: i:: CJ i:: .µ ..i:: M 
SUPPORT 0 0 ca o o !ll ca 0 ,µ ca AU uu u ,.0 ~ z 0 E-1 
Supporting 0 18 14 13 14 1 
Non-Supporting 9 20 6 20 22 4 
TOTAL 9 38 20 33 36 5 
Chi-square 14.56 (11.1 = significance at 
Degrees of Freedom 5 
Contingency Coefficient 0.30 
Financial Contributions to Other Institutions 
of Hi~her Education 
...:I 
~ 
0 
E-1 
60 
81 
141 
.05) 
Financial contribution~.to other institutions of higher education 
by alumni of Oklahoma State University have been suggested as predictors 
of future support of Oklahoma State University. Table XV lists the 
tabulation of responses to the question: "Do you make financial contri-
bution to colleges and universities other than Oklahoma State 
40 
University?" The chi-square va1ue with two degrees of freedom was not 
significant at the .05 confidence level, indicating that there was not ~ 
4iff erence in supporting an~ nQn-supporting alumni of Oklahoma State 
University in their financial contributions to other institutions of 
higher education. 
TABLE XV 
FINANCIAL SUPPORT CONTRIBUTED TO OTHER 
INSTITUTIONS OF HIGHER EDUCATION 
OCCVRRENOE 
PF 
SUPPORT 
Sµpporting 
Non~Suppprting 
TOTA~ 
Chi~sq~are 0.79 
Degrees of Freedom 1 
Contingency Coefficient 0.78 
TQe Amoµnt of Contributions to Other 
Ipstitutions of Higher Education 
I•' J 
YES NO 
14 46 
14 67 
28 11~ 
(6,0 = significance at .05) 
TOTAL 
60 
81 
141 
The amount of financial contributions made by alumni ~f Oklahoma 
State University has been suggested as a predictor of future support, 
with no contributions to other institutions associated with more fre-
quent gifts to Oklahoma State University. Table XVI lists the 
41 
tabulation p~ res~onse~ to the question: "How much qave you 9ontributed 
to oollegee ~nd un~versities other th~n Ok~ahoma Sta~e University during 
the past twfllv~ months?" 'rhe nt,nnber of resp1:>nses in certain, categories 
were too small to permit calculation of chi-square. The number of 
response$ in each category are reported in the table. 
OCCQlUlENC ~ 
OF 
T~BLE XVI 
AMOUNT OF CONTRIBUTIONS TO INSTITUTIONS OF 
HIGH~R EPUCATION oTaER THAN 
OKLAHOMA $TATE UNIVERSITY 
$1. oo to $25r01 to $100.01 to Not 
SUPP OR'.[' $~5.00 $100.00 over $l000 Indicated None 'fOTAL 
Supporting 5 4 2 2 47 60 
Npn-
S"Upport:l-ng 5 4 4 2 66 81 
'fOl'AL 10 8 6 4 113 141 
Partici2atiQn i~ Co"Unty or Local Alumni Clubs 
.,, '~ i- /,I '. 'I "· 
Participation in county or local alumni clubs has been suggested as 
~ predictpr of future supp9rt, with participation associated with more 
~requent gifts. Table XVIi lists the tabulation of responses to the 
qµestion: "Do you participate in your county ~r local Oklahom11 State 
Uf\ivers:l,ty alumni club?" The chi-square value with two degrees of 
fr~~dom W~$ significant at the .01 confidence level, indicating that 
42 
there wa$ a dif f~~ence in s~pp©rting and ~on-suppo~t~~g alumni who parti~ 
oipate in thei:i:- loi;:?al a:).umni club. N;in~t;:y ... three pe;r cent ot' the isup ... 
po,ting ~lumni who responded repotted participation in th~ir local ot 
Qounty alumni club, 
TABLE XVII 
PARTICIPATION BY ALUMNI OF OKLAHOMA STATE 
UNIVER~ITY J;N COUNTY OR LOCAL 
ALUMNI CLUBS 
~~ 
~~@~ 
OCCVMENCE HZ<t:~ OH H 
OF z r:<:1 ti.) r:<:1 ~ SUPPORT ~ 0 oz z i:::i 0 tf.) 
Su.pportin~ 13 30 17 
Non ... Suppo:i:t;ing 1 54 26 
TOTAL 14 84 43 
Chi-squ~re 16.28 (9.2 :;: significance 
Degt1t;?es 0f F:i:eedorn 2 
Conting,ncy Co~f f icient 0,32 
Contf ibuti?ns bX S~ou$es of Al~mni 
I 
,..:i 
~ 
0 
H 
60 
8;1 
l.4;1 
at • O;I.) 
Fin~naial support contributed by spouses of Oklahoma State Univer-
sity alumni to other institutions of higher education has been suggested 
as a predictor of future support~ with no support to other institutions 
1;1ssociated with more frequent gifts to the University. Table XVIII 
lists the tC!.bulat;!..on o:I; responses to the q4est;i.on: "If your w;lh 
(husband) is a gr$du~t~ of another degree granting in~titution (other 
tha'Q O,S,U.) does she (he) suP'Rq+t financial~y that institution?" The 
chi-square value with thr~e degrees of freedom was not significant at 
43 
the .05 level, indi~ating that there was not a difference for supporting 
ci,nd non-supporting alumni who were married to graduiites of other insti-
tutions of higher ed4cation and their contributions to degree granting 
institu,tipns other than Oklahoma State Universj.ty, 
OCCURRENCE 
OF 
SUPl?ORT 
Supporting 
Non-Support;:iµg 
TOTAL 
Chi-square 
TABLE XVIII 
CONTRIBUTIONS BY SPOUSES Of OI<LABOMA STATE 
UNIVERSlTY ro THE~R DEGR~E 
GRANTING INSTITUTION 
~ ~ p., 
~ tr.I ~ H 
!E H ~ 
tr.I 
tr.I ~ 0 ~ 0 0 H 
i>-1 z 0 0 
4 21 32 3 
6 32 38 5 
10 53 70 8 
0.-58 
Degr~es of Freedom 3 
Co"Qt;i.ngency Coef;Eicient 0.0.6 
...:i 
?1 
0 
H 
60 
81 
l.41 
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A~aly~::I.$ of Personal Pa.ta 
Eleven qµeetio~s were asked relating personal data to the occurrence 
of future support by alumni of Oklahoma State University, These vari-
~ble~ were marital status, number of children, ages of children, current 
enrollment of children at Oklahoma State University, past enrollment of 
children at Oklahoma State University, degree received by children of 
alumni from Oklahoma State University, encouragement given to children 
to attepµ Oklahoma State University, employment, employment satisfaction, 
income and distance lived from Oklahoma State University campus. The 
analysis qf the responses to each of these questia~s are rep9rted in the 
tables below~ 
Marit.al Statµs 
The marital status of alumni has been suggested a~ ~ predictor of 
future support, with the status of married associated with more freq4ent 
gifts, Table XIX lists the tabulation of responses ~o the question: 
"What is your marital status?" The number of responses in certain cate-
gories were too small to permit calculation of chi-square. The number 
of responses in each category are reported in the table, 
Age m f Children 
The age of alumni's children has been suggested as a prediGtar of 
fµture support ta the University, with older children associated with 
more frequent gifts. Table XX lists the tabulation of responses to the 
question: "What are the ages of your children?" When .;i.ges of ehildren 
were combined into groups of no less than five responses the chi-square 
45 
v~lue walil sign:l.ficant a~ the .OS confidep.c~ level.. The ~;J,.gnUican~e" 
a~pear tQ be related ~o the ~umbtr pf responses ip the c~tegory Qf e~even 
~o twenty Y••r$ of ~ge, 
OCCURRENCE 
OF 
SUPPORT 
S'1pport:f.ng 
Non-Supporting 
TOTAL 
OCCt,JRREN(f E 
OF 
SUPPORT 
81.lpporUrig 
Non-Suppq;rtillg 
TOT4L 
TABLE XIX 
MARITAL STATUS OF OKLAHOMA STATE 
UNIVERS!~Y ALVMNI 
Sin~;le 
Diyot"ced 
Ma-,::ded Separated 
55 3 
75 6 
po 9 
TABLE XX: 
AGES OF ALUMN'~'S CHILDREN 
None 1 t!o 10 11 to 20 
8 13 31 
18 ,32 23 
26 4.? 54 
W;{.dow 
Widower 
2 
0 
2 
21 to 51 
8 
8 
16 
Chi-aqua re 10.15 (7. 8 'II' significance at .05) 
D~gt'ee~ of Freedom 3 
Contingency Coefficient 0.25 
Total 
60 
81, 
141 
Total 
60 
81 
141, 
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Number of Children 
+he number of cn:f.idren in the family of alµpini h$s bee'U suggeste~ 
as a predictor of future support, with the sma1ler n~mber of children 
associated with more frequent gifts. Table XX! lists the tabulation of 
responses to the question: "How many children do you have?'! The chi-
square value with six degrees of freedom was significant at the .02 
c~nf~d~nce level indicating that the number of children in a family did 
differ for ~upporting and non-supporting alumni of Oklahoma State Uni-
versity. The source of signifiaances app~ar to be related t(D the dis-
t;ril:>ut:lon of responses in the c.;ltegories (Df two or three ehildren. 
OCCURRENCE 
OF 
SUPPORl' 
Support ins 
Non-Support:ipg 
TOTAL 
TABLE XXI 
'l'HE NUM~;E~ OF CHILDREN Il'l 'fHE FAMILY OF 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY ALUMNI 
1 2 3 4 5 Ov~r 5 
10 17 18 6 1 0 
13 20 17 11 1 1 
23 37 35 17 2 1 
No 
Child rep 
8 
18 
26 
Gh;:i..-square 15,97 (15 .o = significance at .02) 
D~grees of Freedom 6 
Conting~ncy Goeff icient 0,32 
Total 
60 
81 
141 
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Ourrent ~nro11ment of Children 
The cul'rent enrollment at 0~1ahoma State Un;Lver~;f.ty by chilql."en of 
alumni has been suggested as a predictor of future support, with no 
children cµrrently enrolled associated with more frequent gifts. Table 
JPCII lists the tab1,1lation of responses to the questi~m: "Are any of 
your c;hildren currently enrolled at Oklahoma State Universj.ty?" The 
chi-square value with two degreee of freedom was not significant at the 
.05 confidence level, indicating that supporting and non-supporting 
alum~i do not differ on current enroll~ent of their ch~ldren at Oklahoma 
St~te University. The distribution pf responses did not permit calcula-
tion of chi-squares, The number of responses ~n each category is 9hown 
in the t.ab;J.,e. 
OCCURRENCE 
O:F 
SUJ;>PORT 
Supporting 
Non-Supporting 
TOTAL 
TABLE XXII 
CURRENT ENROLLMENT AT OKLAHOMA ST~TE 
UNIVERSITY BY CHILDREN OF ALUMNI 
DOES NOT 
YES NO APPLY 
4 47 9 
3 60 18 
7 107 27 
TOTAL 
60 
81 
141 
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The p$$~ en~oilment at Oklahoma ~tate University PY childrep of 
alµmni has been suggested aa a predictor of future support, with alumni 
haviµg no children who have attended the University and not received a 
d~gree associated with more frequent gifts. Table XXIII lists the tabu-
lation of responsei:; to the question: "Have any of your children ever 
attended Oklahema State University but not received a degree?" The chi-
square value with two degrees of freedom was not significant at the .05 
confidence level, indicating that supporting and non~supporting alumni 
do not differ in having had childre~ who had attended Oklahoma State 
University but who h~d not received a degree, 
0CCURRENCE 
OF 
SUPPORT 
SuJ?POl!tin~ 
Non"'TSupporting 
TOTAL 
Cjli .... squa~e 
TABLE XXIU 
COMPARISON OF ALUMNI ON BASIS OF CHILDREN 
WHO ATTENDEP OKLA.HOMA STATE VNIVER$ITY 
BUT PIP NOT RECEIVE A DEGREE 
YES 
5 
6 
11 
NO 
46 
53 
99 
(6 .o c;:=! 
DOES NOT 
APPLY 
9 
22 
31 
significanee q.t 
Degrees of Freedom 
Co~tingency Coefficient 
2.97 
2 
0.14 
TOTAL 
60 
Bl 
141 
• 0:$) 
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Peareee R~ce!l.ved by Ch!l.ldren of Al~nu:ii I,, '•• I .- • ' ' '' '' ' • 
as a pr~d~ctor of future support, with alumni who have childre~ who have 
receiv~d a degree from Oklahoma State University associated with more 
frequent gifts. Table XXIV lists the tabulation of responses to the 
qQestion: "Have any of yqur children ever attended Oklahoma State Uni-
varsity but not receiyed a degree?" The chi-E?quare value with two 
degrees of freedom was not significant at the .05 confideµce level, in 
indicating that supporting .;:ind non-supporting alumni diq not differ in 
those who had children who were graduates of Oklahoma State University 
and those whose children were not gr?duate~ of Oklahoma State University. 
TABLE XXIV 
CO:MPARISON OF ALl.JMNI ON BASIS OF ClIILD:R,EN WH;O 
ARE GRADUATES OF OKLAaOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
OCCURRENCE 
OF 
SUPPORT 
Supporting 
:t'Jon-$upporting 
TOTAL 
Chi-square 
D~grees of Freedom 
Contingency Coefficient 
YES 
6 
4 
10 
3.06 
4 
0.14 
NO 
44 
55 
99 
(6. 0 
DOES NOT 
APPLY 
10 
22 
32 
= significance at 
TOTAL 
60 
81 
141 
,05) 
En?guragem~nt Given Children to Attend 
O~lahoma State Vniversity i k I 
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The encouragement given to children of alumni or other children has 
been suggested as a predictor of future support to the University, with 
more encouragement associated with more frequent gifts. Table XXV lists 
the tabulation of responses to the question.: "Do you encourage ypur own 
or c;:>ther children to attend Oklahoma State University'!'" When the cate-
gories were combined the number of r~sponses in ~ertain categories were 
too small to permit calculation of chi-square. The number of responses 
in each category are reported in the table. 
OCCURRENCE 
OF 
SUP:PORT 
Supporting 
TABLE XXV 
AMOUNT Of ENCOURAGEMENT ALUMNI GIVE THEIR OWN 
CHILDREN OR OTHER, CHILDREN TO ATTEND 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
WW ·r:r:i (.!) (.!) (.!) 
~~ ~ :=i :=i p:: 
00 0 ~ uu u zz Cf.) WW H W ~ Q (.!) >< >< ~~ ,..:i ,..:i ~ H ~~ c.!l :=i ~ zo 0 (.!) H OU p:: H :;:i p:: Cf.) Q H..;i w HH H 
Cf.) Cf.) z t/.l Q Q 
42 13 1 4 
Non-Supporting 32 26 1 12 
TOTAL 74 39 2 16 
,..:i 
~ 
0 
H 
60 
81 
;1.41 
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support, wi~h salaried employment ~ssociated with more frequent gifts. 
Table XXVI lists the tabulation of responses to the question: "How are 
you currently ~mployed?" The number of responses in certain categories 
were tqo small to permit calcula t;i.on of chh·square. The number of 
responses in each category are reported in the table, 
TABLE XXVI 
CURR~NT EMPLO~ENT OF .A,LUMNI 
~ ~ ~ 
0 ~ ...:I i:r.:i ~ ffi r:r.. ffi H Cf.l OCCUR.R,ENCE H ::s: ~ I ~ ~ r:1 ~ i:r.:i ~ OF r:r.. Cf.l ~ t!:> H i:rl 8 Erl H su;p~OR'f ~ i:r.:i ~ 0 0 Cf.l C/1l p::: 0 ::tJ :z; E--1 
Suppo:t;t:lng 9 38 1 2 8 1 1 60 
Ncn,,..Support ing 10 46 5 1 5 13 1 81 
TOTAL 19 84 6 3 13 14 2 141 
The occupational sa:tisfaction of alumni has been suggested as a 
~redictor of future support, with extremely satisfied associated with 
mo:t;e frequent gifts. Table XXVII lists the tabulation of responses to 
the questiqn: "How satisfied are you in your current employment?" The 
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chi,"squar~ value with f Qu~ qegr~~s of freedom was not signif ioant at the 
,05 confidenc~ l$vel, ~ndieat~ng t~at supporting and no~-~upportin$ 
alu:am~ did not di~fer i~ ~h~ ~mount o~ satisfaction they received in 
their occupa~ion, 
TABLE XXVII 
ClJRR~N'l' OCCUPA'l'J;ONAL SAl'ISFACTlON OF ALUMNI 
ffi 
~ 
1-1 
rJi;.. 
1-1 Cll 
rs.. H 
Cf.l fa ~ t-1 ~ < Cf.l z ~ en ~ :::> ~ -~ 1-1 1>-1 ~ ~ H ~s en OCCU~ENCE rJi;.. ~i ~ en ...:i OF ~ H <~ g ~ E-1 SUPPORT ::< ~~ ~ r:i;:i tr.> E-1 
SuppQ:i"ting 33 20 2 5 60 
N9n ... Supp.Q:pt;ing 32 35 6 8 81 
'l'0,'IAL 65 55 8 13 141 
Chi-aquare 4.11 (9. 5 = sigµifiaap.ce at • 05) 
Degr~es of freecfom 3 
Contingenqy Coef fictent 0,18 
'l'he eu;r;reqt housl!!hold income of alumni has been suggested as a pre-
dic~or of ~uture support, with larger incomes associated with more fre-
quent gifts, Table XXVIII lists the tabulation of responses to the 
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question: "Wbat :f.s your appi::'o~:LI!Uil.te current household in~ome?" The 
c\:ist:t:ibutio~ ot l'l;ilsponses in certain oategories did not perm.it calc"Ula-
tio~ o~ chi~sq"UAre~ Tpe n'Umbet of responses in each C$tegory is shpwn 
in the table~ 
TABLE XXVIII 
CUB:RENT HOUSEROL])···· J;NCOME OF ALUMNI 
0 0 0 q 0 q 0 co • 
• • 0 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 0 0 ., 
" "' . 
"' 
.. 00 Lf'\ Lt'\ 
0 00 N ...-! N CV') 
0 <Ir m <Ir <I), <Ir 
0 <Ir ~ 
"' $ 0 0 a -::t £l .µ .µ .µ ~ <Ir 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 ~ a 0 0 . . . 
.µ . . 
...-! s ...-! @ OCCURRJJ;NC:E g Q 0 0 0 0 0 0 r:r: H ~ OF 0 0 0 .. .. .. [%1 • .. .. N 00 Lf'\ E-i E-1 
SUPPORT ,.....j .,::t 00 ..-! ...-! N E-1 ~ 0 <I), qr ~ <Ir ~ <!).. 0 E-1 
Support;f,ng 2 5 l.l 18 10 9 3 2 60 
Non-Support::l,:r;ig 2 3 14 19 2l. 11 3 8 81 
TO.TAL 4 8 25 37 31 20 6 10 141 
Distance Lived from Campus 
i I , 
'l'lle number of mile.s ... l:f.ved ,f:r<i)m. c.ampus has beep, suggested as a pre~ 
dictor of futur~ E!Upport, with a shorter distance ast;iociated with more 
frequent gift13. Table XXJX lists the tabulation of responses to the 
question: "How far do you live from Oklahoma State University, Still~ 
water, Oklahq~ campus?" The chi~square value with seven degrees of 
freedom was ei$ni~iean~ at th~ ,05 confidence l~vel~ indicating th~t 
supporting and non~supportins alumni do differ in the distanc~ lived 
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from O~lahoma State University~ Stillwater campus. The source of sig-
nificance appears to be related to the distribution of responses in the 
categories of 51 to 100 miles and over 500 miles, 
~ABLE xx:rx 
DISTANCE LJ;VED FROM OKLA}'IO:MA,. STATE UNIVERSITY, 
STILLWATER CAMPUS BY ALUMNI 
Cl) Cl) Cl) Cll 
Cl) QJ QJ QJ cu 
I'll <I) r-l r-l r-l r-l 
Cl) QJ r-l 
'8 •r-1 •.-f •.-! QJ i ·~ s s s r-l 
·s 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 N M 
""" 
ll"l 
ll"l ll"l rM 
OCCURRENCE N 0 0 0 0 0 0 .µ .µ .µ o\.l 
OF 0 .µ .µ .µ r-l i-1 ..-i r-l 
SU?>PORT \.0 :rl 0 0 0 0 C!:;i N ~ N M ...;:t 
Supporting l 7 15 10 7 2 4 
Non-Supporting 7 3 15 9 5 5 2 
'l'OTAL 8 10 30 19 12 7 6 
,.:::'";:, 
Chi-square 14.63 (14.1 = significance at 
Degrees of Freedo111 7 
Cont::lnge:q.cy Coefficient 0,30 
Analysis of Alumni Attitude 
Cl) 
QJ 
r-l 
'M s 
0 
0 
I/'\ 
f;j ~ 
6 0 E-l 
14 60 
35 81 
49 141 
.05) 
Qne question was asked relating alumni attitude to the occurrence 
o~ future support, This variable was satisfaction with experiences at 
Oklahoma State University. The analysis of the responses to this 
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question is reported in Table XXX, The chi.,..square value with five 
degrees pf fre~dom was signtficant at the .OS qonfidence level, indica~ 
ting that supporting and non•s4pporting alumni do differ in their atti• 
tudes toward their experience while a student at Oklahoma State 
University. 
TABLE )OCX 
ATTI',l'UDE OF ALUMNJ: TOWARD THEIR EXPERIENCES WHII.iE 
A StUDENT AT OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
~ ~ ~ p:: ~ ~ ~~ ~ ~~ z ;;; r:l ~ CJ u ~ i>-1 H~ 
Cf.) ~ ....:i @A OCCURRENC:E ~0 ~ r::i::l ~s HE-t OF i:i::l r:z::I ~ ~ tr.I ~ E-t z SU!':{>ORT H E-t o<: <: <: Q tr.I :z u 
Supporting 34 22 2 2 
Non,,, supporting 26 35 10 10 
TOTAL 60 57 12 12 
Ch:f,.-square 11.84 (ll.. 3 = i:;ignif icance at .01) 
Degrees of Freedom 3 
Contingency Coefficient 0.28 
....:i 
e:s 
0 
E-t 
60 
81 
141 
Amount of S4pp~rt C~ntributed by Supporters 
Whep, elif.eh of the twenty ... n:~:o,e research questions wer~ analyzed for 
their relat~onship to the amount of support contributed by supporters, 
only two variables were significant: (1) the degree(s) received from 
Oklahoma State University,and (2) reasons for giving. Only these two 
variables will be discussed in this section. 
Des;ree Received by SUJ;!POrting ,Alumni 
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The degree received by supporting alumni .has been suggested as a 
p:i:;edietor of the amount of support that will be contributed. Table XX.XI 
lists the tabulation of the question: "What degree (s) did you receive 
:from Oklaholtlfi State University?'' When, the degrees received by support-
ing alumni were oombined into group~ containing at least five respo~ses, 
the ehi~square value with two degrees of treedom was signif iCaBt at the 
.01 confidenqe level~ indicating that supporters who have received their 
Bachelor degree from Oklahoma State University give significantly mo~e 
than alumni who have earned graduate degree(s) at Oklahoma State Univer~ 
sity. 
Reasoqs Why Suppo~ting Alumni Contribute 
,. 'I i I i 
The reasons why alumni contribute to Oklahoma State University has 
been suggested as a predictor of the future amount of gifts to Oklahoma 
State University. Table XX.XII lists the tabulations to the question: 
"Why do you make financial contributions to Oklahoma State University?" 
The chi-square value for the reasonswhysupporting alumni contribute to 
Oklahoma State University with two degrees of freedom was significant at 
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the ,OOl conf:ldence level indicat:Lng that supporters who gave did so 
becauee they wanted to help the University. 
TABLE XXXI 
ACADEMIC DEGREE(S) RECEIVED BY SUPPORTING 
ALUMNI OF OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AMOUNT 
OF 
SUPPORT 
$1.00 to $25.00 
$26.00 to $250.00 
None 
TOTA~ 
BAC;HELOR 
12 
13 
9 
34 
ALL OTHER 
8 
2 
16 
26 
Chi-squal;'e 9.93 
2 
0.37 
(9.2 = significance at .01) 
Degpees o~ Freedom 
Contingency Coefficient 
AMOUNT 
OF 
SVPPORT 
$1 t;o $1, 001 
None/Not 
Indicated 
TABLE XXXII 
REASONS WFJY SUPPORTING ALUMNI CONTRIBUTE 
TO OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
Don't Want to 
and Can't Afford 
to Contribµte 
3 
15 
Want to Help 
and 
Not Indicated 
22 
5 
Other 
and 
Taxes 
10 
5 
TO'.J,'AL 
Chi-square 
18 
19.23 
27 15 
Degrees of Freedom 
Contingency Coefficient 
2 
0.49 
(13.8 = significance at .05) 
TOTAL 
20 
15 
25 
60 
TOTAL 
35 
25 
60 
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Sum.mary 
Sign;Ltic,nt;: d:t.tfe:r~nc.e1t wer~ found to e1K:lst betw~ea. 1tuppo;t;l:ng ~ncl 
non-supporting alumni of Oklahoma State University in academic college, 
number of visits to campu~, reasons for eontributing and participation 
in alumni clQbs. In ad4ition, significant differences were foµnd in age 
of ohildren, number of cijildren, distance lived from ca'!IJ.'PUS and a~titude 
toward their experi~nces as a student, 
Significant differences were not found to exist_between supporting 
and non-supporti~g alumni of Oklahoma State University in number of 
ye~rs passed since attendance, type of housing, parti~ipatiBn in activi-
ties ~ponsQred by plac~ of residence, participation in student gqvern-
me~t, and parti~ipation in other types of activities, In ~ddition, 
significant difference~ were not found to exist in financial support 
cont;ibuted to other institutions, contributions by spouses ~f alumni to 
other institutions and occupational satisfaction. Additipnal difference~ 
were not found to exist in current enrp!lment of the children at the 
University, degrees received by children of alumni and in having chil-,.. 
dren who had attended the University but who had not received a degree. 
Due· to _the distribu.tion o:I; responses, chi-square could not b~ c21-l-
cl,ll,ated fc;ir :p.umber of years in attendance, degree, number af years lived 
in a single dwelling, amount contributed to Oklahoma State University, 
amount ~ontributed to other institutions. In addition, chi-squa~e could 
not be calGulated for marital status, current enrollment of children at 
tha University, amount of encouragement given to children to attend 
Oklahoma State University, current employment, and purchase of athletic 
tickets, 
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Ch~pter V will consider the findings related to the rese~rch ques-
tion, su1III!l8tize the study, pre~ent conclusions derived from the data, 
and make recommendations based 1 upon the findings. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, FINDINGS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
Introduction 
The content of this chapter provides a review of the purposes and 
procedures of the study, a summary regarding the findings, recommenda-
tions for use qf the findings and recommendations for further research. 
Summary of the Study 
The study sought to determine if a difference existed between 
financial supporting and non-supporting alumni of Oklahoma, State Uq.tver-
sity, 'rhe study was deemed important because of the material as a 
resource. Information concerning the academic and student experiences 
of former students as well as their attitude was desired for further 
evaluation of student programs and alumni philanthropy. 
A questionnaire was developed by the investigator, The question-
naire was sent to one hundred supporting alumni, indicated by their past 
contributions to the Oklahoma State University Development Foundation, 
and to one hundred twenty-five non-supporting alumni as indicated by 
th~ir lack of participation in the Oklahoma State University Alumni 
Association, A total of two hundred twenty-five questionnaires were 
mailed, The questionnaire was accompanied by a cover letter explaining 
the purpose of the questionnaire and a postage-paid envelope addressed 
to the central mailing service at the Oklahoma State Universityq After 
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a ~ollow-t.J.-p letter, J,41 questionna;i,.res were returned and used :ln the 
study. Th:l,.s figure represented 61.3 per ~ent of the alumni inclu4ed :ln 
the study. ~esul ts of the questiont?.a;Lre f orm~d the l;>asis for f;f,ndings 
and recommendations. 
The quest:lonnaire was designed to secure information regarding 
academic e;icperiences~ student experiences, alumni support, personal data, 
and alumni attitt.J.de, Responses were coded on the questionnaire and the 
one open-ended item was categorized for codingo The responses were 
analy?ed using chi-square techniques to test if frequeneies were s~gnif­
icantly different than might be expected by chanceo Contingency coef-
ficients were calculated for contingency tables to assess the stnength of 
any relationships found, 
Findings of the Study 
An analysis of the data of the study resulted in the findings 
enumer~ted below: 
1, The majority of the alumni included in the study attended 
Oklahoma State University four years, A greater percentage qf non-
supporting than supporting alumni reported they had attended Oklahoma 
State University for more than four years, 
2. The bachelor degree was the most commonly reported degree 
received by both supporting and non-supporting alumni, None of the 
sup~orting o~ non-supporting aluJlll1i reported haying received the spe-
cialist degree. 
3. The greatest number (16%) of the supporting alumni received 
their most recent degree eight years ago, The greatest number (17.3%) 
of the p.c;in ... suJ?porting al\lmn~ re(:~ived th~b most 11e~eJ1t degree two to 
three years ago. 
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4, ';I'he Cp1l~ge of 4griculture (20%), Business Administratio~ (25%), 
and Engineering (26%) are the academic colleges of the g:t!eatest number 
pf supporting alumni, Non-supporting alumni appeared to be graduates of 
the academic colleges of Education (25%) and Home Economics (22%). 
5, Town housing was cited by the gt:'eatest number of supportin$ 
(45%) an,d non-supporting (42%) alumni as their place of residence while 
attending the University. 
6. More non-supporting (38%) than Siuppo+ting alumni (21%) were pot 
active ~n activities sponsored by their place of residence, 
7. More non-supporting (69%) than supporting alumni (51%) were not 
active in student ~9vernment. 
8, J:n eonsidering types of activities other than th(l)se sponsored 
'qy place of residence and eitudent governmen,t, more non-supporting (32%) 
' ' ' 
than supporting alumni (l8%) were inactive. 
9. Regardless of the type of campus activity, non-sup~orting alumni 
were less active on the campus than supporting alumni. 
10. Supporting alumni visit the campus at least yearly (52%), while 
only 30% of the non-supporting alumµ! visit that frequently. 
11, Neither supporting (78%) nor non-supporting alumni (89i.;) pur-
chase basketball~ football, wrestling or other kinds of athletic tickets 
regularly. 
12. Approxi~ately 23% of the supporting alumni contribute because 
they want to help the University, 
13. Contributions to other institutions of higher education aremade 
by 23% of the supporting alu1Ill1i and by 17% of the no~~suppDrting alumni. 
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14. Approximately 93% pf the supporting alumni participate in their 
county or local alumni club wh~le only 7% of the non-supp9rting are 
active, 
15. The spouses of supporting and non-supporting alumni do not con-
tribute to other institutions of higher education, 
16. The marital status of 92% of the supporting and 93% of the non-
supporting alumni is married. 
17. Supporting alumni tend to have more children than non-support-
ing alumni. Thirty per cen~ of the supporting alumni hav~ three chil-
dren and 28% have two children, Twenty-one per cent of th~ 
non-supporting alumni have three children while 24% have two chilqren. 
18, The average age of children of supporting alumni is in the 
range of 21 to 30 years, while the average age of children for non-
supporting alumni is 11 to 20 years. 
19. Most supporting (78%) and non-supporting alumni (74%) do not 
have children currently enrolled at o. s. u. 
20. Only 7% of the supporting and non-supporting alumni reported 
having had children attend Oklahoma State University but who did not 
graduate. 
21. The findings indicate that ],0% of the supportiD;g alumni have 
children who are graduates of Oklahoma State University. Only 4.9% of 
the non-supporting alumni indicated that their children are graduates of 
the University. 
22. Fifty per cent of the supporting alumni encourage their chil-
dren to attend Oklahoma State University while 33% of the non-supporting 
alumni encourage their own children or other children to attend the 
University. 
23. Approximately 60% of the support~ng and non-supporting alumni 
are employed in salaried o~cupations. 
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24. Analysis of the data indicated that 55% of the suppo~ting 
alumni are extremely satisfied in their occupation and 39.5% of the non-
supporting are extremely satisfied, 
25. The current household income of 30% of the supporting alumni 
and 23% of the non-supporting alumni is from $18,001.00 to $25,000.00, 
26, Approximately 40% of the non-supporting alumni live over 500 
miles from the Stillwater campus while less than 24% of the supporting 
alumni live over 500 miles from campus. 
27. More than 50% of the supporting alumni are totally satisfied 
with their experiences at Oklahoma State University while less than 33% 
of the non-supporting alumni are totally satisfied, 
An analysis of the data resulted in a significant differen9e 
between supporting and non-supporting alumni in academic college, age of 
children, number of children, and distance lived from the campus, In 
addition, significant differences were found to exist between supporting 
and non-supporting alumni in their attitudes toward experiences at 
Oklahoma State University, participation in alumni clubs and reasons for 
contributing. 
The significant difference found to exist between supporting and 
non-supporting alumni in their attitudes toward their student and 
academic experiences can be related to the number of visits to campus, 
Alumni who are satisfied with their experiences tend to maintain favor-
able views of the campus. If they visited the campus frequentlr they 
would be more likely to see changes in regulations and students that 
conflict with their opinions and attitudes. 
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The participation in county or local alumni clubs also resulted in 
a significant difference for supporting and non-supporting alumni~ This 
difference can be related to desire of alumni to keep active in Oklahoma 
State University, also, the participation keeps the alumni better 
acquainted with what is happening on the campus. As stated by Andrews 
(3), when individuals are involved with others who are giving they are 
more likely to do so, 
Profile of Supporting Alumni 
In developing a profile of financial suppo'l!'ting alumni, ;Lt can be 
said that graduates of the Colleges of Agriculture, Business Administra-
tion, and ~ngineering give more frequently than expected by chance, 
particularly alumni of the Colleges of Business Administration and 
Agriculture. A second significant variable in describing the supporting 
alumni is participation in alumni clubs. The supporting alumni appear 
to differ significantly from the non-supporting alumni in the age of 
their children and number of children. Alumni with older children give 
significantly more frequently than alumni with younger children. Fifth, 
the distance lived from Oklahoma State University, Stillwater campus 
appears to be another significant variable in describing the supporting 
alumni. The supporting alumnus who lives from fifty-one to one hundred 
and over five hundred miles from the campus gives more frequently than 
t;hose living from zero to twenty..-five miles or three..-hundred one to flvs, __ 
hundred miles. Sixth, supporting and non..-supporting alumni differ sig-
nificantly also in their attitude toward their experiences as a student 
at Oklahoma State University. The supporting alumni "strongly agree" 
with the research question pertaining to their experiences, This seems 
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to indiGate that the suppo~ting alumni are totally satisfied with their 
e~periencas at Oklahoma State University_ and would not hesitate to 
r~commend the instit~tipn to other individuals. In addition, supporting 
alumni differ significantly from non-supporting alumni on visits to 
campus, 
It can be concluded that the supporting alumnus is a graduate of 
the Colle~es of Agriculture, Business Administration or Engineering. 
The supporting alumnus visits the campus yearly or less often, tends to 
be active in his local or county alumni club and he has a very favorable 
attitude toward his experiences as a student at 0Klahoma State Univer-
sity. In addition~ the supporting alumnus has two or three children who 
are older than the children of non-support~ng alumni, 
Recommenda~ions as Result of the Study 
Alumni philanthropy is of continuing importance; therefore, further 
research of the eight significant variables found in this investigation 
is needed to further determine if they really are significant and did 
not occur by chance. There appears to be little research in the area of 
alumni philanthropy; therefore, studies need to be designed to investi-
gate relationships between alumni attitudes, participation, and phi,lan-
thropy. 
1. Participation in local or county alumni clubs is significant in 
philanthropy; therefore, more alumni clubs should be developed and alumni 
should be encouraged to participate. 
2. Age of children is significant; hence, more emphasis should be 
placed on solicitation from alumni who are more likely to have older 
children, 
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3. The distance lived from campus is significant, alumni living 
from twenty-six to three hundred miles should be identified for purposes 
pf philanthropy. In addition, if alumni clubs are not organized in this 
range of distance, they should be established, 
4. Infrequent visits to campus are significant to philanthropy, 
emphasis should be given to making these enjoyable and pleasant experi-
ences. 
5. The academic college of alumni is important in philanthropy; 
therefore, solicitation from graduates of the colleges of Agriculture, 
Business Administration and Eng:l,.neering should be given more q.ttention 9 
Further, additional efforts should be made to determine those factors 
significant in the non-support of graduates of the Colleges of Educat:l,.on 
and Home Economics. 
6, The number of children in the family of q.lumni is irnpprtant 
to philanthropy; therefore, emphasis should be placed in identifying 
alumni with fewer children. 
7. The reasons alumni financially support; the Vnivel;'.'sity is impor-
tant to philanthropy; therefore, alumni who contribute because they 
"want to help" should be identified. 
8. The attitude of alumni toward their experiences while a student 
at Oklahoma State University is important to philanthropy; therefore, 
emphasis should be placed on alumni who are completely satisfied with 
their past experiences. 
Continuing research is needed on student and academic experiences 
so as to improve alumni attitude in these areas. Additional research 
information should be secured to determine if those subjects classified 
as non-supporting alumni were making contributions to Oklahoma State 
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University in ways other than those reported by the Development Founda-
tton, If the concept of the non-supporting alumnt would have to be 
modified, certain of the non-significant variables in the study might 
turn out to be significant and important determiners in differentiating 
bet¥een the groups examines in this research. 
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION I Oklahoma State University 
Dear Oklahoma State University Alumnus: 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 
GUNDERSEN HALL 
1405) 372-6211, EXT. 6461 
January 2, 1973 
A study of Oklahoma State University alumni is being 
conducted which involves certain characteristics and 
attitudes of alumni for the purpose of improvin~ student 
services. 
This study is being conducted in cooperation with the 
Student Personnel and Guidance section in the Department 
of Education at Oklahoma State University. The information 
obtained from this study will not be used now or anytime 
in the future for purposes of solicitation, Names will not 
be induded in the study nor identified in any manner. The 
number on the questionnaire is for the purpose of a second 
mailing to those who do not respond to the enclosed 
questionnaire. The number on the questionnaire will be 
removed as soon as your questionnaire is received. 
We hope you will aid us in this study and return the 
completed questionnaire in the enclosed self-addressed, 
postage-paid envelope. Approximately eight to ten minutes 
of your time will be required to complete the questionnaire. 
Thank you for your help and cooperation! 
Sincerely yours, 
~«~~ 
Frank E. McFarland, Ed.D. 
Professor of Education 
Oklahoma State University 
(Mrs.) Flora Caruthers 
Researcher 
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SURVEY OF CHARACTERISTICS OF OKLAHOMA STATE UNI~ERSITY ALUMN; 
I This questionnaire is designed to provide Oklahoma State Unirersity with information 
about certain characteristics and attitudes of Oklahoma State University Alumni. Please 
answer the questions thoughtfully and completely. The information on this.form will be kept 
confidential, When you have completed the questionnaire, please return it in the enclosed 
stamped envelope. 
I 
1. Did you ever attend Oklahoma State University (or Oklahoma A.i and M. College)? 
Yes 1 
No 
If your answer if "no", please do not complete the questionnaire, but return it in the 
enclosed envelope. 
If your answer is "yes" to question Number 1, please answer the following questions. 
ACADEMIC EXPERIENCES 
2. How many years did you attend o.s.u.? 
_summers only (How many?) 
__ less than one year 
_one year 
two years 
=three years 
__ four years 
__ five years 
_six years 
_seven years 
~more than seven years 
3, Check .!..!:.!. of the following that apply to 
you. 
I received an Associate 1 s degree 
~I received a Bachelor's degree 
~I received a Master's degree 
I received a Specialist's degree 
::::::I received a Doctor's degree 
I received a Doctorate of Veterinary 
--Medicine 
I did not graduate with a degree but 
--was enrolled in 
college (put in the name of the 
college). 
3a. If you did graduate, what was the year, 
the type of degree (s) and what was your 
major, (EXAMPLE: 1946, B.S. , Agronomy.) 
STUDENT EXPERIENCES 
4, Where did you live as a student and how 
long? (Indicate on the line the length of 
t imC! lived each place,) 
5. 
6. 
7. 
_____ F.raternity house 
_____ sorority house 
_____ Residence Hall 
_____ Married Student Housing 
_____ Town Housing 
_____ Other (specify) 
How active were you i11 the activities 
related to or sponsored by your place of 
resiclence? 
__ very active 
__ average 
__ not active 
How active were 
__ very active 
__ average 
__ not active 
somewhat active 
===:slightly active 
you in stuclent government? 
somewhat active 
===:slightly active 
Concerning student activities other than 
those mentioned above, I was: 
__ very active somewhat active 
__ average ===:slightly active 
__ not active 
ALUMNI SUPPORT 
How often do you visit O,S.U,, Stillwater 
campus (for purposes other than employment 
or as an cnro lled student,) 
daily monthly 
weekly ____yearly 
__ never __ other (specify) 
9. Do you purchase o.s.u. season athletic 
tickets? Check all that apply. 
· Basketball 
--Football 
Wrestling 
Never 
Other (specify) 
lQ. During the past twelve months, I have 
made financial contributions to o.s.u. 
in the total amount of: 
$1.00 to $25.00 v 
--$26. 00 to $50. 00 ,/ 
--$51.00 to $100.00 
--$101.00 to $250.00 
-.-$251.00 to $500.00 
--$501.00 to $1000.00 
--over $1001.00 
11. l'he primary reason that I do/ do not 
(circle one) support O.S.U. financially is as follows: ___________ _ 
12. Do you 1o1ake financial contributions to 
other colleges or universities other 
than o.s.u.? 
__ Yes 
__ No 
13. If your answer is "yes" to question 
number twQlVe - what i$ the total 
amount you have contributed to colleges 
and universities other than o.s.u. 
during the past twelve months~ 
$1.00 to $25.00 
--$26.00 to $50.00 
--$51.00 to $100.00 
--$101.00 to $250.00 
--$251.00 to $500.00 
--$501.00 to $1000.00 
=over $1001.00 
14;· Do you participate in your county or 
local O.S.U. Alumni club? 
__ Yes 
__ No 
Do not have one in my area. 
15. If your wife (husband) is a graduate of 
another degree granting institution 
(other than o.s.u.) does she (he) 
support financially that institution? 
__ Yes 
__ No 
__ Does not apply 
PERSONAL DATA 
16. Wh~t is your·marital status? 
Married 
--Single 
--Divorced 
--.-Separated 
--Widow 
--Widower 
Other (specify) 
17. How many children do you have? 
18. What are the ages of your children? 
__ Does not apply 
19. Are any of your children currently enrolled 
at o.s.u.? 
Yes 
--No 
Does not apply 
78 
20. Have any of your children ever attended 0,S,U, 
but not received a degree? 
Yes 
No 
__ Does not apply 
21. Are any of your children graduates of O,S,U.? 
Yes 
--No 
Does not apply 
22. Do you encourage your own or other children 
to attend o.s.u.? 
Strongly encourage Slightly encourage 
--Neutral --Discourage 
Strongly discourage--
23. How are you currently employed? 
Self-employed Waged 
--Salaried --Retired 
Other (specify) --
24. How satisfied are you in your current 
employment? 
Extremely satisfied Satisfied 
Unsatisfied __ Extremely Unsatisfied 
25. What is your approximate current household 
income? 
$1.00 to $4,000.00 
=$4,001.00 to $8,000.00 
$8,001.00 to $12,000.00 
--$12,001.00 to $18,000.00 
--$18,001.00 to $25,000.00 
--$25,001.00 to $35,000.00 
~Other (specify) ------------
26. How far do you live from the 
0 to 25 miles 
26 to 50 miles 
~~-51 to 100 miles 
. 101 to 200 miles 
O.S.U., Stillwater, Oklahoma 
201 to 300 miles 
~~-301 to 400 miles 
~~-401 to 500 miles 
over 500 miles 
ALUMNI ATTITUDES 
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campus? 
27. Of the various roles Oklahoma State University must fulfill what do~ see as its 
principle role?~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
28. "As I consider all of my experiences as a student at Oklahoma State University, I can truly 
say that I am completely happy and satisfied with them and can recommend to anyone without 
any reservations that they should attend O.S.U. as a student." 
I agree strongly with the above statement. 
~~-I agree with the above statement. 
~~-I can't decide about the above statement. 
~~-I disagree with the above statement. 
~~-I disagree strongly with the above statement. 
29. Any additional comments you wish to make would be greatly appreciated. 
Thank you very much for your cooperation! 
************* 
Please return this questionnaire in the enclosed envelope to: 
CENTRAL MAILING SERVICES 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 
74074 
************* 
If you would like an abstract of this research after its completion write your name, 
address, city and zip code on the following lines. 
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DEPARTMENT OF EDUCATION I . Oklahoma State University 
Dear Oklahoma State University Alumnus: 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 
GUNDERSEN HALL 
(405) 372-6211, EXT. 6461 
January 18, 1973 
On January 3, 1973 you were sent a questionnaire dealing with 
certain characteristics and attitudes of Oklahoma State University 
alumni. This study is being conducted in cooperation with the 
Student Personnel and Guidance section in the Department of 
Education at Oklahoma State University. Perhaps for some reason 
you did not receive the first que$tionnaire or maybe you just 
forgot to fill it out or to send it in. 
It would be greatly appreciated if you would take eight 
to ten minutes to complete the enclosed questionnaire and 
return it in the enclosed, postage-paid envelope. 
Thank you for your help and cooperation! 
Sincerely yours, 
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~r:~~ 4~~-~~~ 
Frank E. McFarland, Ed.D. 
Professor of Education 
Oklahoma State University 
(Mrs.) Flora Caruthers 
Researcher 
Oklahoma State University 
P. S. If you have already mailed the first questionnaire 
please ignore this letter and the enclosed questionnaire. 
,AP'.PEND:J'.X D 
FROM Flora Caruthers 
Oklahoma State University 
Stillwater, Oklal:!Qma 
BUSINESS REPLY ENVELOPE-
NO POSTAGE STAMP NECESS;"-RY lF MAILED JN THE UNITED STATES 
Alumni Study 
POSTAGE WILL BE PAID BY -
CENTRAL MAILING SERVICES 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 
FIRST CLASS 
PERMIT 
No. S25 
Stnlwatcr, Okla. 
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